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Influence of DNA Sequence Context on
0 6-Methylguanine Mutagenicity in Escherichia coli

by

James Cullen Delaney

Submitted to the Department of Chemistry on May 21, 1999
in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Biological Chemistry

ABSTRACT

The study of how mutational hotspots induced by alkylating agents arise is complicated by
the intertwining of several variables. The selective formation or repair of an alkyl DNA lesion such
as 0 6-methylguanine (m6G) can, in principle, be influenced by surrounding nucleotide sequence
context. Similarly, the infidelity of a DNA polymerase may be influenced by the sequence context
surrounding the adduct. Thus, the creation of a non-uniform mutational landscape could be due to
any one or a combination of a number of variables. The work described in this thesis introduces new
methodology to deconvolute mutational spectra.

In the first part of this thesis research, a novel method is described whereby the mutation
frequency (MF) of any site-specific DNA lesion exhibiting targeted point mutations can be
determined rapidly and accurately, regardless of the local surrounding base sequence. Many
simulated MFs were used to validate the assay (named REAP for Restriction Endonuclease And
Postlabeling determination of MF) and it was demonstrated that both the REAP assay and a more
traditional method of individually counting different colors of plaques (for one sequence context)
yielded statistically identical MFs. Furthermore, triplicate measurements of each simulated MF
using the REAP assay were strikingly reproducible. Since the REAP assay does not require
phenotypic selection, it is therefore free of biases that might be so introduced, and should work in
both single- and double-stranded vector genomes in Escherichia coli (E. coli) as well as in
mammalian cells.
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In the second part of this work, a nearest-neighbor, site-specific approach was used to
evaluate sequence context effects on the repair of m6G by the E. coli methyltransferases Ada and
Ogt, and the infidelity of the DNA polymerase holoenzyme in copying past this modified base in
vivo. A novel technique was used to construct sixteen individual single-stranded M13 genomes with
m6G immediately flanked by each permutation from the set of G, A, T, and C bases. Each member
of the array was electroporated into wild-type and isogenic nucleotide excision repair-deficient E.
coli that lacked the Ogt, Ada, or both methyltransferases. The biological processing of the lesion
in each sequence context was determined by measuring the MFs using the validated REAP assay.
When an ada, ogt, uvrB cell line was used, m6G in all sequence contexts was nearly 100%
mutagenic, suggesting that the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme always placed a T opposite m6G.
Consequently, it was concluded that the sequence context surrounding m6G does not cause the DNA
polymerase to create mutational hot- or coldspots. In an ogt, uvrB cell line, the MFs ranged from
35% to 90%. Within this range, attributed to the effect of sequence context on m6 G repair by Ada,
a 5' sequence context influence was evident. The order of increasing MF attributed to Ada was, in
general, GX < CX < TX < AX (X = m6 G). Ada also showed a 3' influence of XPyrimidine <
XPurine. By contrast, in an ada, uvrB cell line, the MFs ranged from 10% to 25%. Ogt
demonstrated a 5' influence of GX < AX, and the contexts 5'-AXN-3' (N = any base) provided the
highest MFs. The MFs with respect to sequence context in the wild-type cell line (Ada, Ogt, and
UvrB all operative) revealed a pattern strikingly similar to that obtained using ada, uvrB E. coli,
suggesting that Ogt is the dominant repair element for m6G in uninduced E. coli.

In the third part of this work, two original proposals are presented that will hopefully
contribute further to the deconvolution of mutational spectra. The first describes a unified method
whereby the effects of sequence context on lesion repair, adduct formation, or adduct degradation
can be assessed in vitro. The second describes an assay based on mass spectrometry (MS) whereby
the repair of any DNA lesion, whose mutational specificity is known, can be studied in 16 to 256
sequence contexts simultaneously in vivo. This mass spectrometry approach may also be used to
obtain consensus sequences surrounding a DNA lesion that are blocks to a DNA polymerase in vivo,
and may be additionally used to determine in what sequence contexts a lesion is more apt to miscode
by the replicative DNA polymerase in vivo.

Thesis Supervisor: Professor John M. Essigmann

Title: Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology
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IA. Background

The improvements made by the medical profession over the past two hundred years,

combined with increased public awareness of how disease is spread and hence, how to prevent it,

has prolonged human life. Instead of dying from smallpox and other infectious diseases, we can

now expect to die from heart failure or cancer, the "grim reapers" at the end of the road for

modem day humans. The heart, while an essential part of the body, is just a single organ and one

can envision biomedical engineers fusing their knowledge of biomimetic tissue with the

electrical patterns that make for proper cardiac function to provide a synthetic heart, should the

original fail. However, the eradication of cancer is seemingly more problematic, since every cell

in the body has the capability of undergoing uncontrolled cell growth. Instead of dealing with the

treatments and possible systemic cure for the many different types of cancer in the various organs

of the body, this thesis explores the impact of DNA sequence context within the realm of the

somatic theory of mutation as a prelude to cancer. More precisely, to determine if the immediate

sequence context flanking a carcinogenic DNA adduct can impact its repair and replication

fidelity and thus, the mutation frequency at the lesion site.

The early 1950s was a great time of discovery in which the landscape of DNA was

surveyed and mapped. A high quality X-ray diffraction pattern of B form DNA from Rosalind

Franklin (Franklin and Gosling, 1953) and a somewhat more mediocre pattern from Wilkins

(Wilkins et al., 1953) were produced. Watson and Crick pieced together these X-ray diffraction
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patterns of B form DNA and, utilizing the observation by Chargaff that "in all desoxypentose

nucleic acids examined thus far the molar ratios of total purines to total pyrimidines, and also of

adenine to thymine and of guanine to cytosine, were not far from 1" (Chargaff, 1950), a structural

model of DNA was born (Watson and Crick, 1953b). Indeed, their model proposed in 1953 led

Watson and Crick to speculate that DNA is replicated semi-conservatively and allowed them to

hypothesize that base-pairing infidelity during DNA synthesis, such as that exhibited by a minor

tautomeric form, could lead to a heritable mutation (Watson and Crick, 1953a). The Watson-

Crick model paved the way for Loveless in 1969 to postulate, after finding that 06-

methylguanine (m6G) can be formed by reaction of deoxyguanosine with N-methyl-N-nitrosourea

(MNU) under physiological conditions in vitro, that m6 G may be mutagenic (Loveless, 1969). It

should be noted that Friedman et al. had also detected the formation of m6G in vitro six years

prior to the revelation by Loveless; however, deoxyguanosine was treated with diazomethane in

an organic methanol-ether system (Friedman et al., 1963).

Following the in vitro formation and detection of m6G, further analytical evidence

supporting m6G formation in vivo by alkylating agents was provided by Frei, who revealed that

DNA extracted from mice treated with ["C]-MNU contains ["C]-m6G (Frei, 1971). The first

direct evidence supporting the mispairing idea of Loveless came from Gerchman & Ludlum in

1973 when it was shown that an RNA polymerase can misincorporate uracil into RNA from a

DNA template containing randomly situated m6 G residues (Gerchman and Ludlum, 1973).

Further work using poly(dC-dG) DNA templates that were globally modified with MNU showed

that E. coli DNA polymerase I can misincorporate thymine (Abbott and Saffhill, 1979). The
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proof that m6G is mutagenic resulted from site-specific mutagenesis experiments in which m6G

was placed at a specific location in a viral genome (Green et al., 1984) and was found to elicit G

to A mutations at that site (Loechler et al., 1984). Taken together, the experiments stated above

provide evidence that a DNA modifying agent may lead to a heritable mutation. If this mutation

activates an oncogene or inactivates a tumor suppressor gene, then cancer tumor growth may

occur.

There is substantial evidence that cellular DNA becomes modified after treatment with a

chemical mutagen, such as MNU. The modification, if not repaired prior to DNA replication,

can elicit a mutation. Although studies such as those involving the Ha-ras oncogene have shown

that the DNA sequence of an activated oncogene has a point mutation after being treated with an

alkylating agent (Sukumar et al., 1983; Zarbl et al., 1985), one should be cautious in abandoning

the epigenetic theory of carcinogenesis altogether, since preexisting mutants may have been

selected for in the aforementioned studies (Cha et al., 1994). Even so, preexisting mutants must

have been created somehow. It has been well established that an 0-alkylguanine DNA lesion,

such as m6G, can form by exposure of cells to exogeneous agents, such as MNU and N-methyl-

N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), and the presence of this lesion correlates with the

observed increase in G:C to A:T transitions that occurs in E. coli following treatment with these

and other alkylating agents (Coulondre and Miller, 1977). These types of mutations also occur

spontaneously and the endogenously formed S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) has been shown to

form alkylated guanine residues (Barrows and Magee, 1982; Rydberg and Lindahl, 1982). SAM

is a cofactor used in the maintenance methylation pattern of cellular DNA. Rydberg and Lindahl
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found that SAM has an alkylation pattern similar to that of the SN2 alkylator, methyl

methanesulfonate (MMS) forming mostly 7-methylguanine and some 3-methyladenine, but the

formation of m6G was less than 1% of 7-methylguanine and was probably around the background

level of the assay. Since DNA is being constantly exposed to this alkylator, a low rate of m6G

formation undetectable by in vitro analytical means may give rise to in vivo mutations. Although

SAM has been touted as a good candidate for endogenous methylation of the 06 position of

guanine, a better source is the nitrosation of amides and amines (Taverna and Sedgwick, 1996;

Sedgwick, 1997). The Taverna and Sedgwick experiment used E coli that lacked the Ada and

Ogt methyltransferases, which demonstrated an increased spontaneous mutation rate with respect

to wild-type. Cells that additionally lack Moa, which makes the cells defective in the

molybdopterin guanine dinucleotide cofactor required by nitrate reductases, lowers both the

spontaneous mutation rate and methylamine-plus-nitrite induced mutagenesis, thus implicating

the cofactor-using enzymes as both the nitrosating and methylating agent.

It is thus not surprising that F coli and mammals have evolved DNA repair proteins to

combat chemical insults to their genomes. The proposed mechanism for the removal of 06-

alkylation damage to guanine or 04-alkylation damage to thymine by the . coli

methyltransferases Ada and Ogt is shown in Figure 1. During the direct reversal of base damage,

the alkyl group is transferred stoichiometrically to an active site cysteine residue, thus forming S-

alkylcysteine and normal guanine or thymine (Lindahl et al., 1982). The N-terminal domain can

also remove the S (but not R) stereochemical configuration of a methylphosphotriester lesion

from the DNA backbone (Hamblin and Potter, 1985). This also is the trigger for the adaptive
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response discovered in 1977 by Leona Samson and John Cairns when they challenged E. coli

with a low dose of MNNG followed by a higher dose, and found the cells to have acquired

resistance to both mutagenesis and death (Samson and Cairns, 1977). In this process, Ada

becomes a transcriptional activator of itself as well as other DNA repair proteins in the Ada

regulon (the alkA, alkB, and aidB genes). Since the active site cysteine is not regenerated after

alkyltransfer from the base (Lindahl et al., 1982) or from the DNA backbone (McCarthy and

Lindahl, 1985), this class of repair systems has been given the moniker "suicide enzyme." This

type of repair is obviously non-enzymatic and Ada and Ogt therefore shall be referred to as repair

proteins. Since the X-ray structure of Ada has been elucidated (Moore et al., 1994), it would be

interesting to see if these structural data can explain the set of nearest-neighbor rules generated

for the repair of m6G by Ada in F. coli as described in this dissertation.

Human-made compounds that form m6G, such as MNNG and MNU, have been placed

into the SNI category of chemical reactivity. They are expected to be less sensitive to the

substrates on DNA with which they react, giving the less nucleophilic sites on DNA, namely the

06 and 04 positions of guanine and thymine, respectively, a chance to be alkylated. For example,

MNU demonstrates a unimolecular reaction mechanism with its substrate and has been placed

into the SNl category of alkylators having the low Swain-Scott value of s = 0.42 (Veleminskj et

al., 1970). Salmon sperm DNA treated with MNU at neutral pH in vitro forms the alkylated

bases 7-methylguanine, 3-methyladenine, and 06-methylguanine in the ratios of 82:10:8,

respectively (results from two experiments were normalized; the similar ratios were averaged and

renormalized) (Lawley and Shah, 1973b; Lawley et al., 1973a). However, dimethyl sulfate, with
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a higher Swain-Scott value of s = 0.86 (Osterman-Golkar et al., 1970) demonstrates more

bimolecular SN2 character and thus, reacts with DNA more selectively forming adducts at only

the most nucleophilic sites. In contrast with MNU treatment, salmon sperm DNA treated with

dimethyl sulfate at neutral pH in vitro forms the alkylated bases 7-methylguanine, 3-

methyladenine, and 06-methylguanine in the ratios of 83:16:< 1, respectively (Lawley and

Thatcher, 1970). One may reasonably speculate that nearest-neighbor bases surrounding a

particular guanine to be alkylated may affect the extent of alkylation if the alkylating species

were large enough to sense the presence of the flanking bases. This may occur if an SN2 alkylator

or the precursor of an SN1 alkylating species is targeted to a "hotspot" on DNA, where it then

reacts directly with DNA or becomes activated, respectively. It is tempting to consider this

possibility for MNNG, since it is activated by thiols. If glutathione or a protein with an exposed

cysteine residue has a particular affinity for a DNA sequence, then that DNA sequence may be a

hotspot for MNNG induced mutagenesis. While thiol activation has been demonstrated for

MNNG (Lawley and Thatcher, 1970), it has not been shown for MNU (Wheeler and Bowdon,

1972). This speculation does not seem to hold true however for MNNG and MNU, since the

same hotspots and coldspots are observed in an in vivo system (Koch et al., 1994). A precovalent

mode of binding exhibited by bulky intercalating DNA alkylators, such as aflatoxin (Benasutti et

al., 1988) is probably more apt to show nearest-neighbor sequence selectivity based on steric

grounds.

Bases flanking a reactive guanine may have, in addition to a steric component, an

electronic impact on reactivity toward alkylating agents. There is evidence that the 5'-most
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guanine in a 5'-GG-3' sequence is the most readily oxidized (Saito et al., 1995), correlating with

theoretical studies demonstrating that the 5'-most guanine has the lower ionization potential and

encompasses most of the highest occupied molecular orbital (Saito et al., 1995; Sugiyama and

Saito, 1996). While it is tempting to speculate that a guanine that has a lower affinity for its

electrons may be more reactive with an electropositive "methyl cation" into which its electrons

are donated, this hypothesis does not correlate with the mutagenicity of SNI alkylating agents.

The mutational hotspots are usually created in the second G of a 5'-PuG-3' sequence context, not

at the 5'-most guanine. A possible melding of oxidation potential and second guanine alkylation

may have been provided unwittingly by Buckley in 1987. He proposed that the 06 of the 5'

guanine may first attack the imidourea (and not the carbonyl (Buckley, 1987b)) form of an

alkylnitrosourea (incidentally, the tetrahedral addition product is the same for both cases).

Following this initial attack, the 06 of the 3' guanine receives the alkyl group, and water and

nitrogen gas are released. Hydrolysis of the carbamate at the O6 of the 5' guanine finalizes the

conversion of 5'-GG-3' to 5'-Gm6G -3' (Buckley, 1987a).

Structural studies of m6 G paired opposite T or C demonstrate the miscoding nature of the

lesion. A mutagenic base pairing can occur between m6G and thymine (Figure 2A and 2B), as

well as a non-mutagenic base pairing between m6G and cytosine (Figure 2C and Figure 2D). The

structures found in Figure 2 were obtained using X-ray crystallography (Figure 2A) (Leonard et

al., 1990), NMR (Figure 2B) (Kalnik et al., 1989b), NMR (Figure 2C) (Kalnik et al., 1989a), and

X-ray crystallography (Figure 2D) (Ginell et al., 1990). In Figure 2D, it is possible that the NI of

m6G and N3 of C were close to each other, but not hydrogen bonded (Ginell et al., 1990).
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Although one may think that the protonated G:C base pair depicted in Figure 2D would not be

seen at physiological pH, arguments for its existence have been proposed (Williams and Shaw,

1987). Since the pKa of an amino acid in a protein can be modulated by its environment so that

the most thermodynamically stable system will result, the same phenomena may be seen for

DNA; that is, the pKa of the N3 position of cytosine may be increased to allow for better

hydrogen-bonding and stacking of the protonated pair. This in turn may lead to cross-strand

deamination in which the original m6G:C or m6G:m5 C pair becomes an m6G:U or m6G:T pair,

respectively (Williams and Shaw, 1987).

The relative orientation of the base pairs and the orientation of the methyl group in Figure

2A and Figure 2C deserve discussion. The m6G:T pair shown in Figure 2A retains the normal

Watson-Crick pairing with the methyl group in an anti conformation with respect to NI of m6 G,

while the m6G:C pair in Figure 2C exists as a wobble with the methyl group syn to NI of m6 G.

Using molecular modeling, Loechler showed that the syn conformation of an m6G:T pair is

slightly more favored (<-1 kcal/mol) (Loechler, 1991). Although the structures depicted in

Figure 2A and Figure 2C have only two hydrogen bonds each, the extra stacking afforded by the

syn orientation in Figure 2C should make the m6G:C pair more thermodynamically stable than

the m6G:T pair. This indeed has been seen in melting temperature studies (Gaffney et al., 1984;

Gaffney and Jones, 1989). The question that follows is, if an m6G:C pair is more

thermodynamically stable than an m6G:T pair, why is m6 G in DNA mutagenic? A hypothesis

was presented by Swann, who suggests that the more Watson-Crick like geometry of an m6G:T

pair over that of an m6G:C pair might facilitate in both the formation of the 5' and 3'
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phosphodiester bonds of the incoming base opposite the lesion and in the escape of exonucleic

proofreading (Swann, 1990). This hypothesis was supported by Tan et al. who demonstrated that

the rate limiting step for nucleotide incorporation opposite m6G by Klenow was the formation of

the phosphodiester bond, and that bond formation was faster for T than C (Tan et al., 1994).

06-Methylguanine is thought to elicit mutations by providing a surface complementary to

that of an incoming thymine during DNA synthesis (Loveless, 1969), and this type of mutation

has been demonstrated in E coli (Loechler et al., 1984) using plasmids that contain only m6G at a

specific position within the vector (Green et al., 1984). If m6G in a DNA template strand always

mispairs with T during DNA synthesis, a G to A transition mutation will be generated wherever

an m G lesion is formed. Assuming 100% miscoding by the replicative DNA polymerase, the

frequency of this mutation would range from 100% in the absence of repair, to 50% if repair

occurs after one round of DNA synthesis, to 0% if the lesion is repaired before the next round of

semi-conservative DNA synthesis.

The aforementioned argument begs the question: where does the m6 G lesion come from?

Treatment of K coli with MNNG produces predominantly G:C to A:T transition mutations in the

lacI gene (Coulondre and Miller, 1977). This and other experiments that exhibit a similar

mutational specificity for SNi alkylators are mentioned countless times as evidence that the

transitions are created by alkylation of guanine in DNA strands rather than alkylation of the DNA

precursor pool. The argument against nucleotide pool alkylation as the cause to mutations is

usually stated as follows. During replication, an dm6GTP can pair opposite T (Hall and Saffhill,
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1983). If the proofreading exonuclease of the DNA polymerase is eluded and a

methyltransferase converts the T:m6G pair to a T:G pair that eludes mismatch repair, an overall

T:A to C:G transition would result instead of the observed G:C to A:T transition of Coulondre

and Miller. However, a G:C to A:T transition could arise from the nucleotide precursor pool

since dm4TTP can pair opposite a template G during DNA synthesis (Hall and Saffhill, 1983).

The G:C to A:T transition may result if the G:m4T pair is acted upon by a methyltransferase and

the subsequent G:T pair eludes mismatch repair. Indeed, the nucleotide precursor pool would be

expected to be more susceptible to alkylation, since the nucleophilic heteroatoms are not tied up

in interstrand hydrogen-bonding. The estimation of the pool/DNA methylation ratio for

dm6GTP/m6 G in a DNA polynucleotide has been calculated to be ~400 (Topal and Baker, 1982);

however, to my knowledge, it has not been calculated for dm4TTP/m4 T in a DNA polynucleotide.

A strong argument against mutagenesis from the nucleotide precursor pool can be made if the

probability of formation and incorporation of dm6GTP, and methyltransferase repair of the

resulting m6G exceeds that of dm4TTP and m4T (which would provide the unseen T:A to C:G

transitions). It has been estimated by the Lawley group that in vitro reaction of salmon sperm

DNA with the SNl alkylator MNU produces 70-fold more m6G than m4T (Lawley and Shah,

1973b). Since the 04 of T and 06 of G are both in the major grove and are hydrogen-bonded to

an exocyclic amine, one may expect that the 70-fold bias in DNA polynucleotides would also

exist in the free nucleotides. Theoretical studies support this showing that m6G as a nucleotide

monomer is more likely than m4T to be alkylated due to both the more favorable electrostatic

potential and steric accessibility (Pullman and Pullman, 1981). Although the assumption of a

minimum of 70 dm6GTP per dm4TTP is probably therefore true, dm4TTP is 40 times more likely
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than dm6GTP to be inserted opposite poly (dC-dG) or poly (dA-dT), respectively by DNA

polymerase I (Pol I) (Hall and Saffhill, 1983). An approximate 2 to 1 bias in favor of insertion of

m6G would then exist favoring nucleotide precursor pool mutagenesis, which is not entirely

convincing for ruling out G:C to A:T transitions via dm4TTP. However, m4T is not well repaired

with respect to m6 G by the eukaryotic methyltransferases of human and yeast (Sassanfar et al.,

1991) or human and rat (Zak et al., 1994), of which G:C to A:T transitions are observed with

alkylating agents; and when similar site-specifically modified plasmids harboring an m6 G and

m4T lesion are introduced into wild-type E. coli, m6 G is repaired at least 10-fold better than m4T,

thus further diminishing the importance of nucleotide pool alkylation. Furthermore, Brennand et

al. showed that treatment of Chinese hamster V79 cells with 04-methylthymidine results in the

incorporation of m4T into the DNA; however, the lesion is not mutagenic, further suggesting

poor repair (Brennand et al., 1982). Finally, one could make the simple argument that alkylation

damage in DNA strands has more of a chance to miscode, since the hurdle of incorporation of an

alkylated nucleotide triphosphate by a DNA polymerase and the escape of 3' exonuclease

proofreading does not have to be overcome. This thesis will therefore explore only the effect of

sequence context on DNA strand alkylation and not the possibility of dm4TTP being incorporated

with a probability that varies with flanking template bases, as was suggested and shown for

dm6GTP (Toorchen and Topal, 1983; Topal et al., 1986).
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1B. Mutations Tend to be Distributed Non-randomly

While the gross structure of DNA was surveyed and mapped in the early 1950s, a lot of

work emanating from Seymour Benzer's lab in the late 1950s and early 1960s did much to reveal

how the molecular landscape within genes changes when introduced to different chemical agents.

Benzer compiled data from the same genetic target treated with different chemicals. His data

clearly demonstrated that a different mutational spectrum is seen for each type of ultimate

chemical species that reacts covalently with DNA (Benzer, 1961). A corollary to this conclusion

is that, for a given mutagen, induced mutations are not randomly distributed. Assuming the

hierarchy of adduct formation, adduct repair, replication past unrepaired adduct yields a

mutation, Occam's razor (i.e., the simplest explanation is the correct one) predicts that non-

uniform adduct formation would result in mutational spectra being non-uniform. Of course, an

adduct must be formed to create a lesion that can be mis-replicated. Indeed, a few studies looked

at this phenomenon at the adduct formation level without the complexities of repair and

replication. In 1985, Briscoe and Cotter (Briscoe and Cotter, 1985) had treated duplex DNA

polynucleotides with tritiated MNU, depurinated the DNA using mild acid hydrolysis, and

separated the methylated products by HPLC. The m6G/G ratio increased in the order 5'-TGT-3'

< 5'-AGA-3' < 5'-CGC-3' < 5'-GGG-3', with a two-fold variation in range. A study by Dolan et

al. in which a few self-complementary dodecamer oligonucleotides were made and allowed to

react with tritiated MNU, and the depurinated methylated bases analyzed by HPLC, revealed that

the m6G/G ratio increased in the order 5'-ACGCGT-3' < 5'-ACCGGT-3' < 5'-AGGCCT-3'
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(Dolan et al., 1988). 0-Methylguanine is formed about four times higher in the sequence

5'-AGGCCT-3' than in the sequence 5'-ACGCGT-3'. This suggests that a guanine in the

sequence 5'-CGC-3' and/or 5'-CGT-3' is four-fold less likely to be methylated at the 06 of

guanine than in the sequence 5'-AGG-3' and/or 5'-GGC-3'. Furthermore, m6G is formed in the

sequence 5'-ACTAGT-3' twice as much as in the sequence 5'-ACATGT-3', suggesting that a

guanine is better O-alkylated when flanked 5' by A rather than T (the 3' base was T in both

cases). In 1989, Richardson et al. (Richardson et al., 1989) made four oligonucleotides of the

same sequence 5' CCG1 TG2G3G4ATATGGGCGT 3' using solid-phase DNA synthesis

employing a guanine phosphoramidite (tritiated at the 1' and 2' positions of the deoxyribose ring)

at the subscripted positions. By allowing each oligonucleotide containing a single tritiated

deoxyguanosine at a different guanine position to react with the methylating agent, MNU, and

analyzing the enzymatically released deoxynucleosides by HPLC radiochromatography, the order

of increasing m6G formation in duplex DNA (m6G:C) was found to be: G1 < G2 < G4 ~ G3, with

a five-fold variation in range. The corresponding nearest-neighbor translation is: 5'-CGT-3' <

5'-TGG-3' < 5'-GGA-3' ~ 5'-GGG-3'. In 1991, Sendowski and Rajewsky (Sendowski and

Rajewsky, 1991) used polynucleotides and 24-mers containing guanines in triplet sequences

repeated eight times to provide all possible permutations flanking guanine. Duplexes were

treated with MNU and m6G formation was monitored by a competitive radioimmunoassay

against the enzymatically liberated m6G nucleoside (Miller and Rajewsky, 1980). The analysis

for triplets containing two guanines and for triplets that have a guanine in each non-self-

complementary strand is complicated. For example, m6 G formation for a 5'-GGAGGA-3'

sequence may be the result of 5'-GGA-3', 5'-AGG-3', or both. A 5'-CGCCGC-3' sequence
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could promote m6 G formation by flanking cytosines, or by the triplets 5'-CGG-3' and/or

5'-GGC-3' in the complementary strand 5'-GCGGCG-3'. Therefore, only those sequences that

contain triplets harboring a single guanine and no cytosines in the "target" strand are presented.

The order of increasing formation of m6G (the m6G/G ratio) is 5'-TGT-3' ~ 5'-TGA-3' <

5'-AGT-3' ~ 5'-AGA-3' < 5'-GGG-3' (from poly(dG):poly(dC)), with an eight-fold variation in

range. Although the trends of alkylation hotspots for m6G formation seem to correlate well for

both the Briscoe and Sendowski experiments (5'-TGT-3' < 5'-AGA-3' < 5'-GGG-3'), a clear

interpretation of isolated nearest-neighbor effects for all contexts on m6G formation is precluded

because of the ways in which the experiments were performed (Dolan et al., 1988; Sendowski

and Rajewsky, 1991). This complication is due to more than one guanine in the "target" strand

flanked by a different permutation of bases in an oligonucleotide, and/or by a guanine in the

strand complementary to the "target," which could also be methylated. While the method of

Richardson et al. can be adapted so that 16 oligonucleotides with a central tritiated guanine

flanked by all permutations of G, A, T, and C could be individually made, treated with MNU,

and rank ordered for tritiated m6G content, the process seems costly and lengthy. Perhaps the

method I propose in Chapter 4B of this thesis will be applicable.

Technology that came out of the Essigmann lab in the early 1980's allowed placement of

the putatively carcinogenic lesion, m6 G, into a defined position in an oligonucleotide (Fowler et

al., 1982), placement of the oligonucleotide into a defined position within a vector (Green et al.,

1984), and observation of the ultimate fate of the lesion by scoring the mutation frequency of

progeny at the lesion site (Loechler et al., 1984). This site-specific approach has been adopted by
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hundreds of laboratories for the purposes of identifying the coding properties of candidate

mutagenic DNA lesions in vivo and in vitro, determining the kinetics of primer extension at and

past DNA lesions, evaluating the repair of DNA lesions by purified DNA repair enzymes, and

performing structural studies such as X-ray, NMR, and Tm. Sequence context experiments using

this methodology, by definition, remove differential adduct formation as a cause of mutational

hotspots, thus focusing on differential adduct repair and/or DNA polymerase fidelity.

The effect of sequence context on the repair of m6G without the complication of

preferential adduct formation or coding ambiguity by a DNA polymerase has also been studied

for a few isolated sequences. In 1988, Dolan et al. found that self-complementary

oligonucleotides of sequence 5'-Cm6GC-3' were repaired better than 5'-Gm6GC-3' by Ada and

human HT 29 colon carcinoma cell extracts (Dolan et al., 1988). In 1991 Georgiadis et al. used

purified Ada to measure rates of repair of m6G derived from the Ha-ras sequence 5' GGCGC

TGGAGGCGTG 3' via an immunoprecipitation assay (Georgiadis et al., 1991). A direct

correlation was made between the rate of m6G repair and the avidity constant from m6 G

oligonucleotides reacting with an antiserum to dm6 G raised in rabbits, suggesting that the more

accessible m6G in DNA is to an alkyltransferase, the better it is repaired. The order of decreasing

rates of duplex repair is 5'-GCm6GAG-3' > 5'-TTm6GAG-3' > 5'-CTm6GGA-3'>

5'-CTm6GAA-3'> 5'-TGm6GAG-3'. This study also reveals that next-to-nearest-neighbors can

influence repair, since the 5'-TTm6GAG-3' was -4 times better repaired than 5'-CTm6GAA-3'.

In 1996, a marginally comprehensive study of sequence context effects on repair of an 06-

alkylguanine lesion was done by Bender et al., in which duplexes containing 0 6-ethylguanine
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were allowed to react with human 06-alkylguanine-DNA-alkyltransferase (Bender et al., 1996).

Although as emphasized in the title of their paper, that the rate of repair did not exhibit

"significant dependence on sequence context," the error of their analysis was rather large, thus

precluding a rank order of repair rates.

The effect of sequence context on replication past m6G was explored in two in vitro

primer extension studies emanating from the Singer lab. One study reveals that DNA

polymerase I (Klenow) has a small, but reproducible two- to three-fold preference of inserting T

instead of C opposite m6 G in a 5'-Cm 6GC-3' context, but equal preference in a 5'-Tm6GT-3'

context (Dosanjh et al., 1991). The other study shows Klenow to have a six- to seven-fold

preference of inserting T instead of C opposite m6G in a 5'-Am 6GC-3' context, while no

preference exists in a 5'-Am6 GT-3' context (Singer et al., 1989), implying that a single base

change 3' to m6 G can modulate the mutagenic response of Klenow. Taken together, these

experiments demonstrate that the DNA polymerase itself can contribute to the non-uniformity of

mutational spectra.

It has been suggested that DNA polymerase III (Pol III) is the DNA polymerase

responsible for m6 G lesion bypass, since the MFs of gapped plasmids containing a site-specific

m6 G in the single-stranded region in E. coli cells that were (Pol I), (Pol II), and (Pol I, Pol II),

were all equal (~70%) (Pauly et al., 1995). This is interesting, since Pol I is known to fill in

small gaps. As pointed out by Pauly et al., this result could also arise if each of the three DNA

polymerases used the "correct" dCTP 30% of the time. It is known, however, that different DNA
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polymerases can yield different frequencies of dNTP incorporation opposite a DNA lesion in the

same sequence context (Chary and Lloyd, 1995b; Shibutani et al., 1991). If this also holds true

for m6 G, Pol III would be a more attractive candidate as the DNA polymerase that copies past

m6G in F coli. One should always be cautious in extrapolating primer extension studies to the

generation of mutational spectra in vivo, since the DNA polymerase used may not be what the

cell uses to copy past the lesion. Even if the "correct" DNA polymerase is used, such as the

DNA polymerase III holoenzyme in most cases, one can never be sure that all the accessory

proteins are present, and in the correct ratios.

When a DNA lesion is placed site-specifically into a vector, the possibility of differential

adduct formation as contributing to mutational hotspots is eliminated. Certainly, this does not

mean that differential adduct formation should be dismissed. This approach does however, allow

one to determine the combined effects of DNA repair and replication on lesion processing. The

intertwining of repair and replication contributions can further be partitioned if parallel

experiments are performed in repair-deficient cell lines. In 1986, Topal et al. used a 61 -mer

containing six m6 G residues to prime replication in the ampicillinase gene of a single-stranded

phage genome (Topal et al., 1986). After ligation and transformation into E coli, the order of

increasing mutation frequency was 5'-Tm6GA-3' < 5'-Gm6GG-3' < 5'-Gm 6GA-3' ~

5'-Tm6GA-3' < 5'-Cm6GT-3' < 5'-Am6 GC-3'. The same scheme was employed with singly-

modified oligonucleotides in which the order 5'-Gm6GG-3' < 5'-Cm6GT-3' was again

established. In 1992, Pletsa et al. found that plasmids substituted with m6 G at G, or G2 of codon

12 of the human Ha-ras gene 5'-CG1G2C-3', when replicated in simian COS7 cells proficient in
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alkyltransferase, have a higher mutation frequency at G2 than G, (Pletsa et al., 1992). In 1994,

they performed a similar experiment in E. coli using the Ha-ras gene and found reduced repair at

G2 (Pletsa et al., 1994).

Many more studies have been performed in which . coli and plasmids (already in cells

or later to be processed in cells) are treated with alkylating agents. While it is harder to extract

the individual contribution of sequence context on adduct formation, repair, polymerase fidelity,

and possible incorporation of alkylated dNTPs from these experiments with globally modified

DNA, these studies reveal what the mutational hotspots and coldspots actually are, since all

systems are operative in reality. In 1987, Richardson et al. treated E. coli harboring a plasmid

containing the xanthine guanine phosphoribosyltransferase gene as the genetic target with MNU

(Richardson et al., 1987a). It was found that ~80% of mutations were at the second G in

5'-GG(A/T)-3' sequences. They performed a similar experiment that same year using MNNG

and unadapted or adapted E. coli and found a similar bias for second guanine alkylation in the

5'-GG(A/T)-3' sequence (Richardson et al., 1987b). In that same year, Burns et al. also treated

E. coli with MNNG, and selected colonies that grew on phenyl-p-D-galactopyranoside (P-gal) as

the only carbon source (lacI- mutants in the F' episome) (Bums et al., 1987). The lacP mutants

were cloned in vivo into an M13 strain (lacF, lacZ-) via phage infection and recombination, and

recombinant lacT, lacZi single-stranded M13 progeny that gave blue plaques on an indicator

bacterial strain were sequenced. The order of increasing mutation frequency was 5'-CG-3' ~

5'-TG-3' < 5'-AG-3' < 5'-GG-3'. Although they mention that under their treatment conditions,

the methyltransferase repair system would probably be fully saturated and inactivated (Schendel
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and Robins, 1978), differential adduct formation and polymerase miscoding were still factors that

could have contributed to differential mutation frequencies at different sites of the gene. In 1990,

the same group restated their support of initial damage as the cause of hotspots when their

experiment was repeated in three and analyzed in five strains of isogenic E. coli (wild-type

(Bums et al., 1987), recA (Gordon et al., 1988), umuC, uvrB, and polA), and the same 5'

influence was obtained (Gordon et al., 1990); however, polymerase infidelity (and

methyltransferase repair) were still formal variables. In 1993, Mironov et al. treated rat liver

DNA with MNU, PCR amplified the Ha-ras region, and cloned the region into the replicative

form of M13 from which sequencing reactions were performed (Mironov et al., 1993). They also

found that the 3' guanine in a 5'-GG-3' sequence was most likely to be mutated. Approximately

70% of the mutations were found in 5'-GGA-3' and 5'-GGT-3' sequences, whereas none were

found at 5'-AGG-3', 5'-GGG-3', 5'-TGT-3', 5'-TGC-3', 5'-CGA-3', 5'-CGC-3', and

interestingly codon 12 of Ha-ras (5'-GGA-3'). While differential repair is not an issue, the

hotspots could have arisen not only from adduct formation, but Taq polymerase infidelity with

respect to bases flanking m6G. This possibility also exists in a study by Hatahet et al. whereby a

site-specific lesion within a randomized flanking sequence is amplified by PCR, subcloned, and

sequenced (Hatahet et al., 1998).

The work coming out of the Pueyo lab has done much to advance the effect of sequence

context on mutagenesis by alkylating agents and is therefore presented here separately. In 1993,

Ariza et al. treated uvrB, ada, ogt K coli with MNU and scored mutants using the supF target,

finding that guanines flanked 5' by a guanine were preferred sites for mutations (Ariza et al.,
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1993). In 1994, Roldin-Arjona et al. again found most mutations in the second G of a 5'-GG-3'

site in uvrB E. coli carrying the supF plasmid after alkylation (Roldin-Arjona et al., 1994). This

was true for four derivative strains that were (uvrB), (uvrB, ada), (uvrB, ogt), and (uvrB, ada,

ogt) when treated with MNU, (uvrB, ada) and (uvrB, ada, ogt) when treated with N-ethyl-N-

nitrosourea (ENU), and the (uvrB, ada, ogt) derivative when treated with ethyl methanesulfonate

(EMS). In 1995, Vidal et al. also found that when uvrB E. coli harboring an F' episome carrying

the lacI gene was mutated by 100 mM EMS, the average number of mutations per site were, in

increasing order, 5'-CG-3' (1), 5'-GG-3' (2), 5'-TG-3' (3), and 5'-AG-3' (11) (Vidal et al., 1995).

It is interesting to note that when the Ogt- strain was compared with the Ogt' strain after EMS

treatment, G:C to A:T transition mutations doubled for the 5'-AGA-3' context, tripled for 5'-

TGC-3', but dropped six-fold for the 5'-CGG-3' sequence context. Since EMS demonstrates

borderline SNl/SN2 character (Hudson and Withey, 1964) (s = 0.64 (Osterman-Golkar et al.,

1970)), ethylation at 06 of guanine can occur. It can be inferred from the data that Ogt works

poorly on 5'-Ae6GA-3' and 5'-Te6GC-3' contexts, but well on 5'-Ce6GG-3' contexts. While Ada

may also be a factor, its concentration is -30 times lower than Ogt, and although Ada can transfer

a chloroethyl group from one of the two chloroethylphosphotriester stereoisomers (Carter et al.,

1988), induction of the adaptive response by ethylation rather than methylation of the N-terminal

Ada domain is unknown. In 1995, Jurado et al. also used the E. coli lacI system to show the

sequence specificity of 1-(2-chloroethyl)-3-cyclohexyl-1-nitrosourea (Jurado et al., 1995). When

a uvrB, ogt, ada strain was compared with an isogenic uvrB strain (no methyltransferase vs. Ogt',

Ada'), a statistically significant decrease in mutagenesis at the central G in 5'-GGG-3',

5'-GGA-3', and 5'-TGC-3' sequences was observed, suggesting that Ogt repairs
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06-chloroethylguanine better when it is flanked 5' by a guanine. It is also interesting that the two

sites of highest mutation in uvrB E. coli possessing Ada and Ogt both had the 5'-AGA-3'

sequence context, while lower mutagenesis at these sites was observed in cells lacking Ada and

Ogt, suggesting poor repair of this site by methyltransferases. In 1997, Vidal et al. used the same

lacl system to see how mutations are distributed in Og- and Ogt' . coli when treated with ENU

and MNU (Vidal et al., 1997). Upon treatment of E. coli with ENU or MNU, they found a

statistically significant increase in MF in a 5'-AGA-3' sequence context, going from a uvrB, ogt

to a uvrB (Ada*, Ogt- to Ada , Ogt*), or a uvrB, ogt, ada to a uvrB, ada line (Ogt- to Ogt'). They

also found a statistically significant decrease in mutagenesis in a 5'-GGT-3' sequence context.

This result correlates with their findings in which the 5'-AGA-3' context was refractory to repair,

while a 5' guanine enhanced Ogt repair of 06-chloroethylguanine lesions (Jurado et al., 1995). It

should also be noted that, of the sixteen possible permutations of bases flanking guanine, three

cannot be assayed by the methodology used by the Pueyo group; two of these three sequences

have a 5' adenine.

The information in Table 1 demonstrates that a variety of chemicals and site-specifically

introduced DNA lesions can exhibit a variety of mutational specificities. Moreover, a specific

DNA lesion can be formed and/or repaired and replicated with varying fidelity with respect to

DNA topology and/or sequence context. Indeed, even a single stereoisomer of a covalently

bound DNA adduct may exhibit multiple conformations (possibly due to the surrounding

sequence context) that may lead to different biological endpoints (Eckel and Krugh, 1994;

Dosanjh et al., 1993; Rodriguez and Loechler, 1993a; Jelinsky et al., 1995). Although not
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tabulated, there also exist sequences, such as triplet, doublet, and singlet repeats, where the

repetitive nature of "normal" undamaged DNA can cause a DNA polymerase to generate

frameshifts via primer-template slippage (Streisinger et al., 1966); both mutations (or

microheterogeneity) in a DNA polymerase (Fowler et al., 1986; Strauss et al., 1997) and the lack

of cellular mismatch-repair (targeted to small loops) (Schaaper and Dunn, 1987) may exacerbate

frameshift mutagenesis. The reader is also directed to an excellent review that covers the effect

of sequence context and DNA structure on adduct deposition from aflatoxin, alkylating agents,

benzo[a]pyrene diol-epoxide (BPDE), mitomycin C, anthramycin, transition metal complexes,

N-(bromoacetyl)distamycin, and CC-1065 (Warpehoski and Hurley, 1988). There are other

lesions that experience mutational hotspots (Maccabee et al., 1994), but were omitted because

nearest-neighbor rules could not be defined for adduct formation and/or mutational specificity.

This demonstrates the caveat that for many lesions, more distant sequences flanking a lesion may

influence its biological processing.

The information in Table 1 is a distillation from a broad survey of the effects of DNA

sequence and topology on lesion formation, repair, and replication. The data are grouped by

(putative) lesion and are listed in chronological order (alphabetically with respect to referenced

author within each year). In many cases, placement of the data into the headline columns

"formation," "repair," and "replication," is arbitrary, especially when non-site-specific studies

employing repair-proficient genomes are performed. For non-site-specific studies, the "lesion" is

that most likely to be responsible for the observed mutagenic effects listed in the "exhibits"

column. In some instances, only the major event is indicated. Some entries also use the
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headlines to describe the experiment concisely, giving such information as cellular repair and

SOS translesion bypass status, but this will be obvious. Unless stated otherwise, each entry

describes conditions (sequence contexts) that favor "formation," "repair," or "replication" and

sequences are implied to be read 5' to 3'. If an experiment did not obtain a MF, the "exhibits"

column was left blank (for example, no G -- T is entered for the Benasutti et al. reference in

which the effect of sequence context on aflatoxin binding (covalent modification of the N7

position of G) was analyzed). Likewise, other columns were left blank if they did not impact the

experiment described in the "reference" column. Descriptions separated by semicolons are

linked to information in adjacent columns in the same semicolon register. Colons between bases

represent a base pair. The superscript number refers to the position of base covalent

modification, the symbol (A) represents a crosslink, and the position of modification and/or

mutation is underlined. Treatment via SSM means that site-specific methodology was used.

In none of the studies listed in Table 1, or for that matter, anywhere, were the bases

flanking a site-specific normal base or lesion systematically varied to study the effect of all

permutations of nearest-neighbors on the formation, repair, or replication bypass of a DNA lesion

in vitro or in vivo. The studies we performed do this at the level of m6G repair by the Ada and

Ogt methyltransferases and at the level of m6G replication bypass, when vectors bearing the

lesion are placed inside isogenic repair-deficient E. coli hosts. These studies necessitated the

development of a method that would rapidly and accurately measure the MF of m6 G in any

surrounding sequence context. The development of this assay and its validation are discussed in

Chapter 2.
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Table 1: Experiments in which DNA sequence context and topology have been shown to influence DNA adduct formation,
lesion repair, and polymerase miscoding. See pages 36-37 for key.

. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion fr.Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

m6 G G MNU G -+ A Z-form DNA, refractory (Boiteux et
poly(dG-dmC) by Ada al., 1985)

6 low ionic strength, (Neh s ande G G ENU G - A extended chromatin Rajewsky,
1985)

nucleotide excision
e6G G EMS G - A repair (NER), flanking (Bums et at.,

A:T pairs 1986)

m6 G G MNNG G- A GG & AG (Bums et al.,
(5' G > 5'A) 1987)

(Reed and
m6G G MN7NG G -. A adapted E. co/i, Hutchinson,transcribed strand 1987)

m6 G; G MNU; G A; MNU & ENU at (Richardson
e6G ENU G-A> GG(A/T) et al., 1987a)A-G

GG(A/T)
m G G MNNG G - A E. coli adaptation, (Richardson

non-transcribed strand etal., 1987b)

m6 G G MNU G-A PuG (Bums et al.,
1988a)

e6G; G; G - A; > PuG; or both refractory to NER (Bums et al.,
e4T T ENU A -+ G PuT repair if flanking G:C 1988b)pairs

m6G G MNU & SSM AG > TG Cm6G> Gm6G by Ada (Dolan et al.,
(MNU) (SSM) 1988)

m6G G MNNG GC-A PuG > PyG RecA (Gordon et
al., 1988)

N-nitroso-N-methyl-N- (Horsfall and
m6 G G alpha- G-A PuG > PyG Glickman,

acetoxybenzylamine 1988)

0



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion .Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

e6G G ENU non-random (Nehls et al.,
(electron microscopy) 1988)

e 6 G; G; N-ethyl-N'-nitro-N- G - A; > GG(A/T) (Richardson
e 4G; G Tnitrosoguanidine T -+ C - non-transcribed strand; (Rihards)
e4T T (ENNG) T-A NTC (T- C) etal., 1988)

he6G; G; 1-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1- G - A; > GG(A/T) (Richardson
he4T T nitrosourea T - C non-tr cribed strand; et al., 1988)

e6G G ENU see A -+ C with SOS+ (Eckert et al.,
A-C 1989)

Ada
m6G, e6G, m4T SSM m6G >> e6G > e4T (Graves et

(ipr6G not repaired) al., 1989)

PuG > PyG,
N-nitroso-N-methyl-N- some A -+ G, (Horsfall and

m6G G alpha- G -+ A transversions, & Glickman,
acetoxymethylamine frameshifts 1989a)

(dose dependent)

N-nitroso-NN- PuG > PyG, (Horsfall etm6G G dimethylamine G - A some A -+ G & al., 1989b)A-T

6G; G - A (m6G); in ras codon 12 GIG 2A' implies not heavily (Mitra et al.,
bz6G SSM G - A, C, T m6G & bz6G = muta- influenced 1989)(bz 6 G) genicity at G, & G2

MNU in CCGITG2G3G4AT... (Richardson
m6G G (specific residues could duplex, G3 & G4 > et al., 1989)be monitored) Gj & G2

for m6GC,
m6 G:T > m6G:C

m6G SSM for m6GT (Singer et al.,
m6G:T ~ m6 G:C 1989)

by Klenow and pol a

N-propyl-N'-nitro-N- G - A> unlike MNNG, no (van der
ipr6G G nitrosoguanidine G - T - neighboring base Vliet et al.,

(PNNG) A -C influence 1989)



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion fr.Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

G - A > (van der
ipr6G G PNNG G-T UvrB Vliet et al.,

1990)

TGG 2A

m6G:C, m6G:T SSM stability G2 > G, & (Voigt and
m6G2 :C > m6G2:T, Topal, 1990)
m6GI:C = m6GI:T

CGCTGIG2AGGCG (Bishop and
m6G SSM hairpin and duplex Moschel,

more stable at G2  1991)

Cm6 GC & Tm 6GT, Klenow extension
m6G SSM same frequency of past m6 G favored in (Dosanjh et

dNTP incorporation Cm6 GC al., 1991)

GjG2A
GI >G 2 by Ada, . .

m6G SSM antibody affinity (Georgiadis
correlates positively et al., 1991)

with repair

m6 G G MNU G A, some PuGG methyltransferase (Moriwa i et

m6 G SSM G - A at 5' end of G run (Rossi and
Topal, 1991)

NIGN2  (Sendowski
m6G; G MNU; at N1, G > A > and
e6G ENU C>m5C~T Rajewsky,

at N2, C + T 1991)

G -A dose dependent,
mG; G; all G -A on non- (Yang et al.,
m T T transversions transcribed strand; 1991)

transitions at GG; TIT

MNU influenced by strand fidelity, (Basic-
5' (not 3') base lagging = leading Zaninovic et

m6 G G MMS, EMS, MNU, G- A GG (Lee et al.,
ENU 1992)



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion fo.Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

m6G SSM G - A m6GIGC & Gm6G2C, (Pletsa et al.,
m6G, > m6 G2  1992)

m6G G MNU G -A PuGN in non- (Akagi et al.,
transcribed strand 1993)

mG MNU G -A GG (Ariza et al.,
-- NU1993)

methyltransferase
m6 G SSM G-+A m6GIGC & Gm6 G2C, (Bishop et

m6 G, > m6G2  
al., 1993)

UmuCn
T ENU transitions; PuT UmuC , o (Fix, 1993)

transversions CT T- AorT- C

GGT & GGA

m6G G MNU G -A (not in ras codon 12), (Mironov et
NPuG al., 1993)

(GPuPu inhibitory)

m 6G G EMS G-A G - A in ± UvrB, (Pienkowska
NER flanking A:T et al., 1993)

(Pourzand
e6G G ENU G - A GGC (ras codon 12) and Cerutti,

1993)

human (Bentivegna
m5 Cm6G SSM methyltransferase, and Bresnick,

Cm 6G > mCm6 G 1994)

G -+ A mutations in non-
transcribed strand,

e6G G ENU G-A p53 codon 248 transitions at G, > C, (Hussain et
CGIG prob. better NER of al., 1994)

C:e6G in transcribed
strand

transcribed strand TG if lowered transcription
m6 G G MNNG G - A for rpsL target in of rpsL, GG(A/C) & (Ito et al.,

wt & (Ada-, Ogt-) 66% mutation on non- 1994)
transcribed strand



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:
Lesion .Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

GIG 2CG3GT

6G G SSM G -+ A (ras codons 12 & 13), (Pletsa et al.,
G2 exhibits reduced 1994)

methyltransferase repair

m6G; MNU, MMS; GG in non-transcribed (Roldin-

e6G G ENU G - A strand (± Ada & Ogt) Arjona et al.,

e6G G ENU in transcribed gene in transcribed gene (T ale et
at., 1994)

ENU T- A at PuT in non- (Yang et al.,
transcribed strand 1994a)

human

6G G MNNG G-A GGPu methyltransferase, (Yang et al.,
transcribed strand and at 1994b)

GGG

1-(2-chloroethyl)-3- no bias-
6 Cyclohexyl-1 - G-A flanking (A/T) on both Ada- & Ogt-; methyltransferae (Jurado et al.,

nitrosourea sides > flanking (G/C) Ada & Ogt*, inhibited by (J 1995)
(CCNU) on at least one side

methyltransferase,

e6G G ENU Not I - GCGGCCGC > (Musarrat et
EcoR I - GAATTC, al., 1995)
BamH I - GGATCC

e6G G EMS G - A (A/T)G > (G/C)G; Ogt'; (Vidal et al.,
no bias Ogt 1995)

bypass depends on (Voigt and
m G SSM position, polymerase, Topal, 1995)

and metal ion

GIG 2A (ras codon 12)
at G1, m

6G,e 6G, bz6 G
6G G - A; all G - A and semi-

e6G- SSM (bz6 G also targeted at G2 for bz6 G (Bishop et

bz6G G-+T &e6G al., 1996)
G -+ C) at G2, e

6G, bz6G also
give semi-targeted at

GI; bz6 G



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion fo.Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

human methyl-
transferase binds DNA

G/C rich somewhat (Fried et al.,
better than A/T, and 1996)

single-stranded >
double-stranded

ENNG; G -A; G - A ate6G; G N-nitroso-NN- also A - G' PuG. (Jiao et al.,
also m4T diethylamine deletions, PuC 1996)

frameshifts

PuG
GGT & GGG non-

ce 6G G CCNU G - A transcribed strand wt (annone et
GGA transcribed al., 1997)

strand NER-

GG on non-transcribed (Luque-

ce G G CCNU G - A; strand; Romero etdeletions (>3 bp deletions at at., 1997)
repetitive sequences)

e6G G ENU G-A Ogt prefers 5' G or C (Vidal et al.,
1997)

G -+ A;m6G; G MNU; T -+ A all formed in non- (Jansen et al.,
e2T T ENU T-G transcribed strand 1994a)

T - A in non-
e2T T ENU transcribed (Jansen et at.,

strand 1994b)

e2T T ENU T-+A NER (Op het Veld
on transcribed strand et al., 1997)

alkyl 7G G nitrogen mustards, runs of Gs (Hartley et
chloro-ENU al., 1988)

alkali-labile MNU better when gene is (LeDoux et
adducts actively transcribed al., 1990)



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion fo.Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

(Scicchitano

m7G G dimethyl sulfate equal for silent & both and
strands of active genes Hanawalt,

1990)

mitochondria >

methypurines G&A MMS transcriptionally active Bhre 9 and

gene > inactive

glutathione-S- on non-transcribed (Ball t
ethylG G 1,2 dibromoethane G - A strand, al., l98)e

AFB1
7G aflatoxin B1  GG > CG >> AG > TG, (Benasutti et

(AFBI) GG > GT >> GC > GA al., 1988)

base
2-(N-acetoxy-N- substitutions

AAF-G G acetylamino)fluorene (assay cannot at A:T pairs (Gentil et al.,
(AAF) detect adjacent to G:C 1986)

frameshifts)

SSM with 2- -2 frameshifts
AF8 G G acetylaminofluorene only when "I sl., ( 989)

(AF) adduct adduct is at G GIG 2CCC al., 1989)

using oligonucleotides

AFG SSM with AF adduct containing Nar I site (Koehl et al.,
GIG2CG3CC, only G3  1989)
becomes left-handed

using oligonucleotides
containing Nar I site

AF 8G SSM with AF adduct G1G2CG 3CC, NER (Seeberg and
excision G, > G3 > G2, Fuchs, 1990)

but NER recognition all
equal

AAF8G; AAF; -G deletion; from GGGGG (Gupta et al.,
AF8G G AF +1 addition 1991)

in CCCGiG2G3 SOS,
in CG G2> G; targeted > semi-

AFPG G SSM with AF adduct i atG 3>G 2 >G; UvrB targeted (in the 5' (Lambert et
in CACG1 G2G3G4 T reeiiesqecs; al., 1992b)

-1 at G4 >> G repetitive sequences);
all targeted deletions



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion fo.Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

AF8G G SSM with AF adduct lagging > leading (Veaute and

strand (mutations)

GG 2CG 3CC
AF-G G SSM with AF adduct repair ratio, GI/G 2/G3  (Mu et al.,

E. coli NER, 100/18/66 1994)
human NER, 38/100/68

At contiguous Gs,

at contiguous Gs, In3 ' > 5' end. (NapolitanoAF-G G SSM with AF adduct -1 frameshifts a > Gs' In CGGG-(non- (Nal.tan4
3'> 5 end transcribed strand), et al., 1994)

A~G>C>T

AAF-G; SSM with AAF; AF GC deletions; (Tebbs and

AF-G adduct G -, T, UvrA SOS+ Romano,
G - A 1994)

AF-G; SSM with A GIG2CG 3CC, bypass, AF, (Belguise-
AAF-G adduct deformation at G, & G2  (G & G2 > Ga3 ) Valladier and

(AAF > AF), G3 equal. 'blocked 3 Fuchs,1995)

NIGCGCN (Koffel-
AF-G G AF -GC deletion NCN2 ' Schwartz and

N2 > N1 influence Fuchs, 1995)

human NER better for
helix-destabilizers

AF > UV ~
benzo[a]pyrene diol- (Gunz et al.,
epoxide (BPDE) > 8- 1996)

methoxypsoralen
(8MOP) > anthramycin

> CC-1065

NER complex formation
AAF8 G and G SSM and incision GGCGCC > (Mekhovich

AF8G GATGATA et al., 1998)
(G = AAF or AF)



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion .Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

(-
adducts at A; A; benzo[c]phenanthrene A - T; - AAC, GAG; (Bigger et al.,

and G G (4R,3S)-dihydrodiol G - T AGA 1989)
(2S, IR)-epoxide

frameshifts- frameshifts in GC runs. G - T at PyG prob. (Bernelot-
anti BPDE G-eT G - T at PyG ' Uvr E. coli used via abasic site (labile Moens et al.,

BPDE7G) 1990)

(+)-7,8-dihydroxy-

BPDE-G G 9, 1O-epoxy-7,8,9, 10- mostly target NER on transcribed (Andersson
tetrahydrobenzo[a] G - T AGG > AG strand et al., 1992)

pyrene

(+)-anti- G-T (Rodriguez
(+)-anti- benzo[a]pyrene-7,8- G - A at TG, only and Loecher,B[a]PDE-G dihydrodiol-9, 10- G-A G - T adL3ae

epoxide G-+C 1993a)

(+)-anti- SOS+, G - T,
(+)-anti- benzo[a]pyrene-7,8- G -+ T; (A/T)G > (G/C)Q; (Rodriguez

B[a]PDE-G G dihydrodiol-9,10- G - A; G(C/G) > G(A/T); and Loechler,

epoxide G - C; at TG only 1993b)
G - T

Four isomeric pol a & HIV-1 RT
benzo[a]- SSM CIO "S" block 3' to (Christner et
pyrene-A adduct, CIO "R" al., 1994)
adducts incorporates T

(+)-anti- in TGIG 2G3T,
BPDE2 G; G SSM bends if at G2 & G3  (Liu et al.,
(-)-anti- (GX preferred); 1996)
BPDE2G not seen in TGG 2C

targeted G - T, CCTGG 2CCT,
(+)- and (-)- but at G2 also ' E. coli (+)-BPDE2 G

trans-anti- G SSM G - A & G1 > G2 ± SOS, (Moriya et
BPDE 2G G- CinCOS (-) adduct G1 = G2  

al., 1996)
in COS (+ & -)-cells BPDE2 G G2 > G

00



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion .Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

B[a]P-DE G - T
1-nitro-B[a]P- (esp. in GG, GPu mutated G on non- (Zhan et al.,

DE GGA, TGGA, (no preference for transcribed strand 1996)
3-nitro- lower for 1- 1-nitro-B[a]P-DE)

B[a]PDE nitro-B[a]P-DE)

GCGIG 2CCAAAG,

(+)-anti- Vma/Km for dATP
B+a]PDE(- in SOS+ mostly G>G (Hanrahan et[anPDE(+)- G SSM G - T only BPDE2G:A is al., 1997)

B[a]P 2G at G, > G2  extended when
terminus is

programmed at G,

B[a]PDE-2 G SSM with (+)-anti- G - A; CGT (82%); (Shukla et(trans addition G B[a]PDE G -+ T TGC (97%) al., 1997)to CIO)

many BP[a]DE -G at 3' end of

stereoisomers G run (not in (Page et al.,
of G; or A SSM CA); 1998)
adducts MF m TAG >

GAT

four MF, TTTAGAG > (Page et al.stereoisomers SSM A - T CAGAG ( 999)
of BPDE 6A CAGATT 1999)

NONPG G 1-nitroso-8-nitropyrene -I deletions contiguous GC runs UvrB 1/- 2 ratio differs (Lambert et
(NONP) from AAF spectra al., 1991)

contiguous GC runs; * NER different MF, but Muc(A/B),L
NONP'G G NONP frameshifts; no flanking base or similar distribution of I G - T> I -G on (Lambert et

G- T strand preference mutational classes and transcribed strand al., 1992a)
strand specificity

AQO 2G 4-acetoxy- N2 (not C8) adduct (Daubersies
AQO 8G G aminoquinoline- influenced by 5' base et al., 1992)1 -oxide (AQO)

4- deletions; CCGCGCGCGG,
aminobiphenyl- G 4-aminobiphenyl additional CG & GC deletions; uvrB, SOS-; (Levine et

G framlef CC & GG deletions uvrB, SOSf aa., 1994)



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion frExhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

Klenow, PdG:A,
1,N2_ -1, - 2 deletions Vmax/Km TPdGT > (Hashim andpropanodeoxy- SSM G- T TPdGT CPdGC (PdG:G (ahitan

guanosine G-C CPdGC same) Maett,
(PdG) G-C G - T in TPdGT 1996)

context only

2-amino- I-methyl-6- G - T; GGA guanine mutations on (Yadollahi-
PhIP'G G phenylimidazo[4,5- - T; GGA g-anie strand Farsani et al.,

bprin(PI)-1 del GGGA non-transcribed srn 96b]pyridine (PhIP) 1996)

m5c C SAM gene regulation does not form if (Hepburn et
methylase adjacent m6 G present al., 1991)

cis-DDP GG cis-diamminedichloro-

adducts AG platinum(II) best in active gene (Bohr, 1991)
(cis-DDP)

cis-DDP SSM TCNQGN2TC, (Dunham and
7GA7G GG cis-DDP HMGIdomA recognizes Lippard,

A > T > C at N2  1997)
all four bases

I,6- can pair opposite TTEATT, TTEAGG,,Nlesion, TTEATA extended
ethenodeoxy- SSM polymerase by pole while (Litinski et

adenosine dependent, by p al., 1997)
(EA) eA:G (EA:T not AAEATT blocked

seen) pol I

TC (Todd and
Py^Py cc UV C - T hairpin loops Glickman,

1982)

3' ends of (Sauerbier,Py^Py pyrimidines UV pyrimidine tracts 1986)

PyAPy pyrimidines UV transcribed strand (Mellon et
al., 1987)

Py^Py pyrimidines UV photolyase repairs TT & (Myles et al.,
TC, but not CC 1987)



Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion fr.Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

8MOP^T; TTT >> TT > T in GC

TA(8MOP)AT T; mono-adducts environment; (Sage and

(interstrand TA 8MOP + UV and crosslinks ATATAA > ATAT > Moustacchi,
cross-links) form at TA ATA >> TAT - TA >> 1987)

AT

cis-syn TAT T- A TAT; blocked in SOS-,
cyclobutane SSM T -+ C; TT .T transversions and (Banerjee et
(intrastrand) T - C (if T^T...hairpin' transitions in SOS a., 1988)

then all T -A)

trans-syn TAT T deletions;

cyclobutane SSM T deletions, partial block SOS-; (Banerjee et

(intrastrand) substitutions, lesser block SOS+ al., 1990)
additions

NER acts on furan-T
psoralen SSM strand if GC rich 6-12 (Jones and

interstrand TA psoralen + UV bases on 5' side, if GC Yeung,
cross-link rich on 3' or not GC rich 1990)

then no preference

pyrimidine (6- TAC forms 3' to
4) pyrimidones Py runs
(assay cannot Py rn forms at TC & CC (Pfeifer et al.,

detect nVhotspot> CAC inhibited at (T/C)m5 CG 1991)

dimers) (TAT not seen)

photoproducts adjacent UV NER repairs transcribed (Sockett et
pyrimidines strand al., 1991)

cis-syn TAT
cyclobutane SSM NER shows no (Svoboda et
(intrastrand) context influence al., 1993)

(Chandrasek
photoproducts PyPy UV transcribed > non- bar and Van

transcribed strand Houten,
1994)

oh8G G SSM targeted SOS (Moriya et
G - T al., 1991)



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:
Lesion .Exhibits Reference

from via Formation Repair Replication

oh8G G G -+ T (Akasaka and
Fe_/EDTA/H202 G-C PuGA > PyGN SOS+ Yamamoto,

1994)

hOGHI,
oh8G:C best and -

oh8G:C,T,G,A; SSM elimination occurs, (Bjords et al.,
abasic:C,T,G,A ohG:T > G > A but no 1997)

strand cleavage;
only abasic:C cleaved

OGGI oh8G excision (Girard et al.,ohG:C,T,G,A SSM and strand cleavage, 1997)oh'G:C > T >> G & A

poor removal of oh8G by

oh 8G:C (Fpg Fpg in oh8GA

repair study), (oh 8GAPuAPu <

ohe G PuPuPuPuoh8GA < Goh8GA good (Hatahet et

(polymerasewell-cleaved in' sequence for G - T al., 1998)
replication oh G(C/T)C (PyPyohG

study) Pyoh8G(G/T) >
oh8GPyC

2-hydroxy- -1 in (+) strand,
adenine SSM A - G, A - T Goh2AC > Aoh2AG Kasiy 19an
(oh 2A) in (-) strand

2'-deoxy-5-
hydroxy- context 1 - CXG; by Klenow (exo-)

cytidine (oh3C), SSM - T; context 2 - GXT oh 5C:G > oh 5C:A, (Purmal et
2'-deoxy-5- C - G (surrounding sequence oh 5U:A; al., 1994)

hydroxy- different) oh 5C:C & oh5U:C
uridine(oh5U)

Pol byass nly (Hayes and
Thymine glycol T Os0 4  Pnl bypass o LeClerc,

1986)

a-2'-deoxy- -1 deletion in (a-2'-dA)T, 26%, (Shimizu et
adenosine A SSM at a-2'-dA in (a-2'-dA)G, 1% al., 1997)
(a-2'-dA)



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion .Exhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

strand brakes Cu 2*/H20 2  positively > negatively (LaMarr et
supercoiled DNA al., 1997)

negatively > positively
supercoiled DNA (LaMarr et

strand brakes calicheamicin Yi (better access of al., e9
strandbrakes& glutathione glutathione to DNA-

bound drug)

hydroxylamine, GC (Brown et al.,
nitrous acid 1993)

abasic site U&uracil SSM with abasic site O-T>A&C GOTG (T > A C) poor but better (Lawrence et
glycosylase (0) GTOG (T >> C > A) bypass in SOS' al., 1990)

SSM 0 - G; in yeast; O:C; (Gibbs and
abasic site abasic site "0" O - T in E. coli 0:A Lawrence,

1995)

Cr 3
+_S_ DNA

glutathione- phosphate Cr3+-S-glutathione G - T GA or GG (Voitkun et
phosphate- backbone (spontaneous at GA) al., 1998)

DNA

mismatch repair (MMR), (Fazakerley
G:T, A:C helical (not looped) ' aley

structures et al., 1986)

T- m 5c. (Fix and

U C ' spontaneous C - T at C, flanking A:T pairs Glickman,
1986)

non-transcribed strand, (Fix and
U C spontaneous C . T 3' to three A:T pairs Glickman,

1987)

mismatch repair, (Brown and
mismatches bases deamination, G:G > C:C > A:A > T:T, Jiricny,recombination, etc. G:T > A:C > C:T > A:G, 1989)

favored G & C retention



. Formed Treatment Influence of DNA structure or flanking base on:Lesion frmvaExhibits Referencefrom via Formation Repair Replication

SSM, mimics cytosine

U:G; deamination; human, viral, and
U:T or 2'-deoxyuridine 5'- bacterial uracil-DNA (Verri et al.

triphosphate glycosylase, U:G > U:A 1992)
incorporation

G:T mismatch binding (Griffin and
G:T SSM proteins, equal binding, Karran,

T incision only if CpG 1993)
context CG & m5CG

E. coli uracil-DNA (Kumar and
U SSM glycosylase repairs U in Varshney,

hairpin loops poorly 1994)

deoxyinosine 3'-
endonuclease,

mismatches; strand-specific (terminus (Yao and
N:inosine (1) SSM dependent?), mismatch Kow, 1994)

cleavage inhibited by
flanking (G/C);

specific for I strand (N:I)

Vsr, (Lieb and
G:T SSM CTAGG best, but also Rehmatd

repair if 5'C or 3'G 1995)
changed 1995)

uracil-DNA glycosylase,
(A/T)UA(A/T) >>

U:A, U:G (G/C)U(T/G/C), (Nilsen et al.,
neighbor influence> 1995)

mispair type

hetero- SSM bias toward retention of (Bill et al.,
mismatches G or C bases 1998)



CHAPTER 2:

Description and Validation of a Method for Determining Context

Dependent Mutagenesis of DNA Lesions
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2A. Introduction

As a prelude to addressing the contribution of all possible nearest-neighbor contexts on

the replication past and repair of 06-methylguanine (m6G) in vivo, we have devised a mutation

frequency (MF) detection strategy based on the properties of type Is restriction enzymes. The

method quickly and accurately reported the mutation frequency of a DNA lesion, which could

have been placed in any varied local sequence context.

The analysis of the mutational properties of specific types of DNA damage has advanced

through the past decade to the point where it is possible to determine the mutational specificity of

nearly all types of DNA base damage (Basu and Essigmann, 1988; Loechler, 1996). By

chemically synthesizing and placing a modified base at a specific site in a genome, and

propagating that genome within cells, one can obtain feedback on how the lesion is processed

during its replication and repair. The degree to which a DNA lesion is repaired by a particular

system prior to replication can be determined by comparing the mutant to total progeny ratio (the

MF) between cells that possess and lack that repair system. Many methods have been developed

for determining the MF of a DNA lesion. If the local sequence context is not an issue, the lesion

can be flanked by base combinations whereby the mutation dependent alteration of a start (Pauly

et al., 1994) or stop (Basu et al., 1993) codon is easily visualized from plated progeny. To

analyze the genetic effects of a DNA adduct in any sequence context, one could use differential

DNA hybridization (Chary et al., 1995a) or simply sequence individual progeny one at a time
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(Lawrence et al., 1990). These systems work well but, because they rely on the screening of a

subset from the progeny, large numbers of individual clones must be counted or manipulated per

transformation to determine the MF for a single sequence context scenario. Thus it would be an

arduous task to study all nearest-neighbor contributions to DNA lesion processing within

multiple cell lines. Here, we describe and validate a method whereby the facile detection of

mutagenesis in all sequence contexts is accomplished.
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2B. Results

Determination of mutation frequency of DNA lesions in any sequence context

The newly developed assay (Figure 3) was named REAP (Restriction Endonuclease And

Postlabeling determination of mutation frequency). The method is based upon the properties of

type Is restriction endonucleases, which cleave a specified phosphodiester bond a defined

number of bases away from the sequence specific enzyme recognition sequence. As shown in

Figure 3, an M13 derivative bacteriophage genome was constructed in which a unique site for a

type Is enzyme, Bbs I, was positioned such that the phosphodiester bond to be cleaved was

immediately 5' to the interrogation site (the site that contained the DNA lesion, m6G, before it

was biologically processed). Following replication in vivo, double-stranded DNA progeny was

cleaved with Bbs I, dephosphorylated with shrimp alkaline phosphatase, and treated with RNase

A. The linearized, dephosphorylated vector was purified by size exclusion chromatography and

5' 3 2P-labeled with T4 polynucleotide kinase, resulting in the incorporation of radiolabel into

both DNA strands. Complete digestion of this substrate with Hae III liberated a radiolabeled 18-

mer from the plus strand and an undesired 207-mer from the minus strand, which were resolved

by 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Figure 4). The base composition at the 5'

end of the 18-mer provided the MF. After excision, elution, and desalting, the 5' "P-labeled 18-

mer was digested to 2'-deoxyribonucleotide 5'-monophosphates (5' dNMPs) with snake venom

phosphodiesterase. At this stage, the sample was applied to a thin layer chromatography (TLC)

plate and the 5' dNMPs were resolved (Figure 5). The relative amounts of radioactivity in the
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partitioned spots gave the fractional base composition at the lesion site after mutation creation,

which ultimately provided the MF.

The mutation analysis system was validated by performing a reconstruction experiment in

which various ratios of a model wild-type and mutant were passaged through cells, and the

output "MFs" were determined by two independent methods. The mutational specificity (G - A

mutations) (Loechler et al., 1984) and various MFs for m6G in the sequence 5'-Tm6GG-3' were

simulated by mixing varying amounts of phage containing genomes of sequence 5'-TGG-3' and

5'-TAG-3' (lesion site underlined) from two pure M13 pools. For this particular nearest-

neighbor sequence context, the simulated MFs could be analyzed using both the novel assay

described and an a-complementation assay in which plaques of different shades of blue were

counted. In this assay, lawns of amber suppressing E. coli which contain an F' episome for M 13

infection and express the p-galactosidase omega peptide were infected with the mixed

populations of M13 phage containing 5'-TGG-3' and 5'-TAG-3' sequences within the M13 lacZ

coding region. Phage with the 5'-TGG-3' sequence formed dark blue plaques on IPTG/X-gal

indicator plates, since P-galactosidase gene activity was restored through x-complementation

(Sambrook et al., 1989), thus allowing hydrolysis of the chromogenic substrate X-gal; however,

phage that harbored the 5'-TAG-3' sequence inside the suppressing host formed light blue

plaques, since a substantial amount of lacZ mRNA was not fully translated. The phage with the

5'-TAG-3' sequence modeled m6G induced mutants.

Success of the REAP assay relied on the mutant to wild-type ratio remaining the same for
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both phage (generated from an electroporation of genome construct or a contrived mixture) and

the replicative form DNA generated from said phage (Figure 3). The contrived phage mixtures,

designated as input (Table 2), were used to infect, in triplicate, cultures of dam, dcm E. coli

containing an F' episome so that double-stranded DNA could be harvested for MF analysis

(Figure 3). The composition of the phage and replicative form DNA populations after infection

and growth are designated as output (Table 2). The input and output (for one set) mutation

frequencies were obtained by plating dilutions of the appropriate phage on indicator plates and

counting over 1500 total dark and light blue plaques per mixture (Table 2). The difference

between each output vs. input mutation frequency revealed that no bias occurred during growth,

with 95% confidence using the difference of proportions statistical test. Furthermore, each

output mutation frequency determined by the REAP assay fell within the respective 95%

confidence interval obtained from plaque counting (as analyzed using the double-stranded DNA

and phage progeny from the same culture tube), suggesting that the REAP and plaque counting

assays provided the same results. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the mutation frequencies analyzed

in triplicate using the REAP assay were reproducible. Figure 6 further illustrates that (A) the

composition of phage population remains the same and (B) the REAP assay gives MF values

identical to the method of counting plaques.

A TLC plate used to generate the data in Table 2 (Set 1) by the REAP assay is shown in

Figure 5. For all samples, the amount of radioactivity in the C and T region constituted less than

one percent of the total radiation from all 5' dNMP spots. For the simulated 0% and 100%

mutation frequency determinations, the amount of radioactivity in the expected spot represented
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greater than 99% of the total radiation emanating from all four 5' dNMPs. The low background

and small standard deviation in the mutation frequencies obtained by the REAP assay instils

confidence that a subtle difference (-2%) in the mutation frequency of a biologically processed

DNA lesion in different sequence contexts can be deemed statistically significant.
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2C. Discussion

DNA damaging agents form a plethora of DNA adducts upon interaction with the

genome. A key challenge has been to identify the relative involvement of each of these lesions to

the spectrum of mutations by a given mutagen. The ability to place specific adducts at pre-

selected sites in genomes has allowed clear statements to be made on the qualitative features of

mutagenesis by a host of DNA damaging agents. While the types of genetic changes induced by

specific agents are rarely the cause of debate, the frequencies of these specific genetic events vary

considerably from laboratory to laboratory. The notion that sequence context effects on repair or

replication could be the explanation for these differences has been advanced but, to date, few

data are available that either support or refute that view. There has been no generally applicable

system by which the genetic effects of lesions in all sequence contexts could be conveniently

determined. We developed the system described here in order to address that need.

A key component of the methodology for mutation detection is the use of a type Us

restriction endonuclease. Many parameters were taken into account in choosing the Bbs I

recognition sequence to provide scission at the interrogation site. The site was introduced as a

unique site within the oligonucleotide used to construct the genome, so only genomes that had

contained the DNA lesion incorporated radioactivity during postlabeling. Cleavage by Bbs I

generated a 5' overhang of 4 bases, which gave unhindered access to alkaline phosphatase and

polynucleotide kinase. We assumed that there was low exonuclease contamination since, after
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10-fold overdigestion of lambda DNA, greater than 95% of the fragments generated from a Bbs I

digest could be ligated and recut (New England Biolabs, 1998). The recognition sequence was

not too far away from the cleavage site, which may be important if a greater distance between the

two had promoted DNA slippage with respect to the type Is catalytic site, resulting in some

cleavage that deviated from the canonical distance. Furthermore, since the genomes were

constructed so that two intervening bases lay between the type Is recognition sequence and the

lesion, next-to-nearest neighbor base influences on lesion processing could have also been

analyzed using the same assay (i.e., NNm6GNN contexts). An advantage of the experimental

design was that double-stranded DNA could be generated on demand by simply mixing the

progeny phage, which we found to be stable for several years at 4'C, with an E. coli strain that

has an F' episome allowing for bacteriophage infection. The SCSI 10 E. coli strain was chosen

for this purpose because it lacked the site-specific methylases Dam and Dcm, thus eliminating

potential cutting bias by Bbs I due to host methylation of certain vector sequence contexts.

The REAP assay would have provided inaccurate MFs if the rates of enzymatic activity

for Bbs I, alkaline phosphatase, and polynucleotide kinase varied with respect to the base at the

interrogation site, and the enzymatic reactions at the lesion site had not gone to completion. To

address this possibility, separate experiments were performed, under the conditions described in

the Methods section of this chapter (2D), revealing that the Bbs I and alkaline phosphatase

reactions went to completion (data not shown). The 4 hr Bbs I and alkaline phosphatase

reactions were performed simultaneously, because the Bbs I digestion was complete within 2 hr,

and the alkaline phosphatase reaction was complete within 1 hr. It is also noteworthy that excess
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RNase A was used during the double-stranded vector isolation and cleavage steps prior to size

exclusion chromatography, which ensured efficient degradation of large molecular weight RNA

to small fragments that were later trapped by the resin as shown in Figure 4. Since small

phosphorylatable oligonucleotide contaminants were removed by size exclusion chromatography

prior to labeling, a greater than 10-fold molar excess of ATP to 5' phosphorylatable vector ends

should have been maintained throughout the entire reaction. This was necessary to assure that

different substrates (e.g., 5' GG... 3' and 5' AG... 3') would be labeled equally, regardless of

differences in the rate constants for substrate phosphorylation. Separate experiments were also

performed revealing that the shrimp alkaline phosphatase and polynucleotide kinase were

completely inactivated before the next step in the protocol (data not shown). This result assured

that the ATP was not depleted by futile cycling during labeling (vide supra) and also eliminated

the possibility of 32P incorporation into the 5' ends of the newly exposed Hae III fragments via

the minor 5' phosphate exchange reaction of polynucleotide kinase. It is reassuring that the

intensities of the 18-mer and 207-mer bands were equal to each other, and that these bands

dominated the labeled species (Figure 4, lane 5), again indicating that excess ATP was

maintained.

Size exclusion chromatography effectively trapped all small phosphorylatable

oligonucleotide contaminants generated during double-stranded M13 DNA isolation (< 3% of a

radiolabeled double-stranded 24-mer co-eluted with the M13 genome (data not shown));

however, there appeared to be a specific degradation band generated after size exclusion

chromatography that ran slightly above the desired 18-mer (Figure 4, visible in lanes 1-3). Due
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to the close proximity, this contaminant was most likely excised with the 18-mer band and

carried through the assay; however, the intensity of this band was always < 3% of the desired 18-

mer. It has yet to be determined where partitioning of the radiation from the contaminant would

occur on the TLC plate. We also noticed a well-resolved contaminant that migrated slightly

above the 5' dGMP spot on the TLC plate (Figure 5) that was absent when a "marker"

oligonucleotide with a degenerate 5' terminus was treated exactly as described for the MF

samples, omitting the size exclusion chromatography step. Therefore, under the conditions of the

REAP assay, the material within the spot was not created by an enzymatic impurity (e.g.,

adenosine deaminase) or thermal degradation and was tentatively a 5' ribonucleotide

monophosphate, which would not impact MF assessment.

Another method does exist for locating lesion-induced hotspots in a site-specific fashion

(Hatahet et al., 1998). While this method may work well for obtaining consensus sequences

flanking a lesion that are simultaneously most favorable for miscoding and least favorable for

base excision repair, the in vitro system may not accurately reflect the realities of lesion

processing in vivo. Furthermore, many sequencing reactions would have to be performed to see

a subtle difference in the contribution of flanking bases to mutations, as would any in vivo system

whereby a lesion-containing oligonucleotide with flanking degenerate nearest-neighbors is placed

in a vector and replicated in cells.

In conclusion, a system has been developed by which the mutagenic potential of any

DNA lesion in any and all sequence contexts can be rapidly determined. The low background,
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high throughput, and lack of requirement of phenotypic selection will make it possible to discern

sequence context effects on the processing of a DNA lesion, m6 G, that exhibits targeted point

mutations. The REAP assay can be used to study lesions other than m6G that exhibit point

mutations, in single- or double-stranded vectors; and, with the use of the appropriate shuttle-

vector, the assay should be able to determine the effect of sequence context on DNA lesion

processing in mammalian cells. In addition to being able to detect the mutation frequency of a

DNA lesion placed in any sequence context in single- or double-stranded vectors, the obvious

utility of the REAP assay is that it is fast and accurate with a low background. We note that the

mutation frequency is generated from the entire population of isolated progeny, which may

account for the small standard deviations shown in Tables 2 & 3. The high throughput afforded

by one-dimensional TLC made possible the processing of 100 samples by one person in about a

week, starting with the progeny phage populations (Figure 3).

Furthermore, since there are no restrictions on the bases flanking the lesion, the same

experimental system can be used for determining in what sequence contexts a lesion is more

likely to miscode or be poorly repaired, as reflected by their mutation frequencies when placed in

the appropriate repair-deficient or repair-proficient cell lines. The in vivo nearest-neighbor rules

generated from such an experiment may provide insight for determining the important contacts

made between the region surrounding a DNA adduct and either a DNA polymerase for effecting

nucleotide triphosphate misincorporation, or a DNA repair protein for providing poor binding

and/or catalytic activity.
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2D. Methods

Simulation of mutation frequency

Mutation frequencies were simulated by mixing varying amounts of phage from two

homogeneous pools, whose DNA was identical except at the interrogation site. The pools were

derived from the single-stranded parent vector M13mp7L2 (C. Lawrence, University of

Rochester), whose hairpin at the EcoR I site was replaced with the sequence 5' GAAGACCTXG

GCGTCC 3', with X being G or A representing pure wild-type or mutant progeny, respectively.

Double-stranded DNA was obtained by infecting an overnight culture of SCS 110 (JM 110, end

A]; Stratagene) cells grown in unsupplemented LB media (Ausubel et al., 1993) with the phage

mixtures. Approximately 1010 phage were mixed with 108 cells in 10 mL LB and grew on a

culture wheel at 37'C for 12 hr. The entire culture was transfered to a 15 mL polypropylene

tube, pelleted at 16000 x g for 10 min and drained. Some supernatant was saved to assess the

output mutation frequency by plaque color screening as will later be described.
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Analysis of MF using the REAP assay

Double-stranded DNA was prepared as follows, using a modification of the technique

described by Lee & Rasheed (Lee and Rasheed, 1990). The cell pellets obtained as described

above were resuspended in 500 ptL Ri: 50 mM glucose, 25 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0), 10

mM EDTA, supplemented with 5 mg/mL lysozyme powder (grade I from chicken egg white,

Sigma no. L6876) and 400 ptg/mL of boiled RNase A (type II-A from bovine pancreas, Sigma no.

R5000) solution prepared as described (Sambrook et al., 1989). In sets of ten, to 2 mL

polypropylene tubes containing the above suspension was added 250 iL of R2: 2% SDS, 0.4 N

NaOH obtained from 10% and 2 N stock solutions, respectively. The tubes were agitated gently

at room temperature on an Orbitron (Boekel) for 5 min, after which was added 400 piL ice cold

R3: 7.5 M NH40Ac (pH 7.6). Tubes were inverted gently 15 times and placed on ice for 5 min,

after which they were centrifuged at 4'C for 10 min. The supernatant was transfered to 1.5 mL

tubes, placed on ice for 5 min, and centrifuged at 4 C for 10 min. The supernatant was then

decanted into 2 mL tubes containing 650 ptL isopropanol, and the contents were mixed and kept

at room temperature for 10 min. Tubes were centrifuged at room temperature for 10 min and the

supernatant was discarded. A 750 tL solution of 2 M NH40Ac (pH 7.4) was added and the

tubes were agitated for 5 min at high speed on a Vortex Genie 2TM (VWR) equipped to hold thirty

1.5 mL tubes. The contents were pulsed at 1500 x g for 5 sec, transfered to 1.5 mL tubes and

placed at 4'C overnight. Tubes were centrifuged at 4'C for 10 min and the supernatant was

decanted into 1.5 mL tubes containing 750 p.L isopropanol. All following manipulations were

performed at room temperature. The contents were mixed, and after 10 min, centrifuged for 10

min. The supernatant was discarded and 1 mL 70% ethanol was added, after which the tubes
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were shaken, centrifuged for 10 min, then drained. After another 70% ethanol rinsing, the

samples were dried under vacuum in a Speed Vac* (Savant) for 20 min and stored at -20 C.

The yield was -15 ig (1 A2 60 = 50 ig/mL).

Double-stranded DNA was linearized at the lesion site and radiolabeled as follows. The

samples obtained above were resuspended in 50 ptL of 1 x buffer 2 (New England Biolabs: 10

mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl 2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) (pH 7.9)) containing 10

U Bbs I (New England Biolabs), 3 U shrimp alkaline phosphatase (Boehringer-Mannheim), and

30 pg RNase A prepared as previously described. After incubation at 37'C for 4 hr, the samples

were heated at 80'C for 5 min to inactivate the alkaline phosphatase and stored at -20'C until

further use.

The linearized vector was purified away from small contaminating oligonucleotides by

size exclusion chromatography as follows. Disposable home-made stationary columns were

made from polyethylene transfer pipets (Coming Samco no. 202) and empty spin columns

equipped with a 30 micron frit (Americal Bioanalytical). The tapered and closed ends of the

pipet were snipped off and the smaller end was forced into the top of the spin column that was

filled with water. After the assembly was primed and the water allowed to drain, approximately

4.6 mL of well suspended Sephracryl S-400 resin (Pharmacia) was added. The open end of the

pipet bulb acted as a solvent reservoir as the drained column (91 x 7 mm) was washed with 3 mL

of 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.5). For ease of processing multiple samples, the columns were

inserted into holes made in a styrofoam rack (Sarstedt no. 95.064.249) designed to hold
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microfuge tubes (16 holes were made on one side of each rack), and an identical rack was aligned

underneath for fraction collection. The sample volume was adjusted to 100 pL with 10 mM Tris-

HCl buffer (pH 8.5) and applied to the drained column. Adsorption was allowed to occur and

after 10 min, 0.18 g sand, dried and washed (Mallinckrodt), was sprinkled on top. Test runs in

which 100 pL of Tris buffer were added and collected revealed that M13 DNA elution

consistently started after fraction 13 and ended before fraction 20. Therefore, 1.3 mL of 10 mM

Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.5) was applied to the sample columns that were allowed to drain, after

which 600 pL of Tris buffer was added and collected into tubes containing 150 IL 10 M

NH40Ac (pH 7.6) and 750 pL isopropanol. All following manipulations were also performed at

room temperature. Samples were mixed, kept overnight, centrifuged in sets of 10 for 10 min,

and the supernatant discarded. Approximately 1 mL 70% ethanol was added, after which the

tubes were shaken, centrifuged for 10 min, then drained. After another 70% ethanol wash, the

samples were dried in a Speed Vac' for 20 min and stored at -20 C. The yield of M13 was

approximately 1 pmol (1 pmol = 4.72 pg).

The vector ends were 32P-labeled as follows. Samples were resuspended in 50 ptL 10 mM

Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0) and 40% was dried down (45 min in a Speed Vac* at room

temperature) and used for labeling. The DNA was then resuspended in 7.5 pL 1 x buffer 2

containing the following: supplemental DTT for a final concentration of 10 mM, [y-12P]ATP

(New England Nuclear, 6000 Ci/mmol) diluted with ATP (Pharmacia) to provide 10 pmol ATP

at specific activity of 1000 Ci/mmol, and 5 U T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs).

This provided a greater than 10-fold molar excess of ATP to 5' phosphorylatable ends. After
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incubation at 37'C for 1 hr, the samples were heated at 65 C for 20 min to inactivate the T4

polynucleotide kinase.

The 18-mer with variable 5' base composition (Figure 3) was created and isolated as

follows. To the above solution was added 2.5 ptL 1 x buffer 2 containing 30 U Hae III (New

England Biolabs, 50 U/pL stock). After this solution was incubated at 37'C for 2 hr, 10 pL of

denaturing dye (98% formamide, 10 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 0.025% bromophenol blue, 0.025%

xylene cyanol FF) was added and the samples were stored at -20'C until further use. Small, thin

17 cm x 13.5 cm x 0.8 mm 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gels (7 M urea, 19:1 acrylamide:N-

N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide, 1 x TBE (0.09 M Tris-HCl, 0.09 M boric acid, 0.002 M EDTA

(pH 8.3))) were prerun at 550 volts for 15 min. Every other lane was loaded with sample, and 10

samples per gel were run at 550 volts for 70 min. After the free ATP was cut out of the gel and

discarded, the gel was placed between SaranWrap'" and set under a storage phosphor screen for

30 min; the output was generated on a transparency using a Phosphorlmager (Molecular

Dynamics). The gel was sliced vertically down the unloaded lanes to prevent cross-

contamination and for each sample, the well and 18-mer from the transparency placed underneath

the gel strip was aligned with the well and the bromophenol blue and xylene cyanol dye markers

flanking the 18-mer from the gel. The 18-mers were excised in 1 cm x 0.5 cm slices that were

crushed and had 200 jiL water added to them in 0.5 mL flip-top tubes (Sarstedt no. 72.699),

whose caps and lips had been removed with a utility knife. After sitting at room temperature

overnight, the gel bits were agitated by drawing and expelling 100 pL of solution, and 20 min

passed before the liquid was separated from the gel. Alternatively, the crushed gel can be soaked
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for 1 hr, agitated, and soaked for an extra hour to allow for complete equilibration between the

gel and the liquid. A home-made device was made that quickly forced the liquid out of the gel

solution, leaving most of the gel bits behind. Two 1.5 mL flip-top tubes (Sarstedt no. 72.690)

were stacked; the top one had the cap pulled off, a small hole at the bottom made by a 26 gauge

needle, and contained 0.09 g sand. The 0.5 mL tube containing the gel solution was placed into

the assembly inverted and spun at high speed in a microcentrifuge for 1 min (with every other

chamber loaded). Greater than 60% of the radioactivity came out in the eluant. Home-made

desalting spin columns were made using Sephadex G-25 Fine resin (Pharmacia) that had been

swelled and washed with 3 volumes of water. Resin was added to primed empty columns

(American Bioanalytical) and the liquid was allowed to drain. Each column was placed into two

1.5 mL Sarstedt flip-top tubes that were stacked, had both lids pulled off, and a hole made in the

top supporting tube. The assembly was placed in a swinging bucket centrifuge (RC-3B Sorvall)

and spun at 700 x g (1500 rpm) for 2 min. The packed bed height was 42 mm. All of the gel

eluant (approximately 160 pL) was layered onto the desalting column, which was placed inside

the supporting tube and stacked on a new 1.5 mL Sarstedt tube, which was spun at 700 x g for 4

min. Greater than 75% of the radioactivity loaded on the column came out in the eluant, with a

volume change of less than 10%. The sample to sample recovery from both gel elution and

Sephadex desalting were consistent. The eluant was dried at room temperature under vacuum in

a Speed Vac' overnight.

The 18-mers were digested to monomers and analyzed by TLC as follows. The 5' 3 2p

labeled 18-mers were digested to 5' deoxynucleotide monophosphates using snake venom
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phosphodiesterase I (ICN Biomedical no. 100978, 40 U/mg solid). A 20% glycerol stock at 50

mU/pL had been made from the lyophilized enzyme and stored at -20 C. A 5 1L solution of

100 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.8), 15 mM MgCl 2, and 50 mU snake venom phosphodiesterase I

was used to resuspend the 18-mers and digestion was carried out at 37 C for 1 hr.

Approximately 0.5 ptL of sample was drawn into a 1 ptL glass micro capillary tube (Drummond)

attached to an adjustable positive pressure dispenser and spotted on a 20 x 20 cm

polyethyleneimine (PEI) cellulose TLC plate (J. T. Baker). The spots were spaced 2.5 cm from

the bottom and 1 cm apart. After the last spot was dry (5 min) the plates were placed in TLC

tanks (27 L x 7.5 W x 26 H cm) containing 200 mL of saturated (NH 4 )2 SO 4 . The plates were

developed until the solvent almost reached the top (~5 hr), dried at room temperature for 1 hr,

and placed under storage phosphor screens for 36 hr. Mutation frequencies were calculated using

ImageQuant 5.0 software (Molecular Dynamics) by drawing ellipses (local average background

correction) around the A (5' dAMP) and G (5' dGMP) spots and reporting the percentage value

of 100 x [A/(A + G)].
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Determination of mutation frequency by counting individual plaques

Mutation frequencies were obtained by counting dark and light blue plaques for the

simulated mutation frequency experiment, as well as for the in vivo m6G processing experiment

in which a 5'-Tm6GG-3' sequence context was used (Chapter 3). An overnight culture of

NR9050 E. coli (suB, F' prolacIZAM15 (relevant genotype); R. M. Schaaper, NIEHS) was

diluted 1:5 in 2 x YT and grew on a culture wheel at 37 C for 90 min before being used as

plating bacteria. In triplicate or greater, 300 ptL plating bacteria, 25 piL 1% thiamine, 10 PL

isopropyl P-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, 24 mg/mL stock in water), 40 ptL 5-bromo-4-chloro-

3-indolyl p-D-galactopyranoside (X-gal, 40 mg/mL stock in NN-dimethylformamide), and phage

to yield about 500 plaques per 100 x 15 mm plate were added to 2 mL B-broth soft agar (10 g/L

tryptone, 8 g/L NaCl, 10 mg/L thiamine, and 0.6% (w/v) Bacto agar) kept at 47 C and spread

immediately on 25 mL B-broth plates (2% (w/v) Bacto agar). After 10 min, the plates were

inverted and incubated at 37'C for 12-16 hr. This technique gave excellent discrimination

between dark and light blue plaques.
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Figure 3. Detection of mutations in any sequence context using the REAP assay. A site-specifically adducted genome was introduced into a repair-
deficient (or proficient) cell line, and the progeny phage from the biological processing of the lesion was used to infect a generic strain of E. coli, thus
creating a double-stranded DNA population. DNA was cleaved at the position that had contained the lesion in the parental vector with the type Us

restriction endonuclease Bbs I (recognition sequence in bold). The 5' ends of the linearized duplex were radiolabeled at the lesion site which, in the

case of m'G, contained a mixture of G and A after passage through the cell. Treatment with Hae III liberated an 18-mer, whose base composition at

the 5' end provided the MF. To determine the MF quantitatively, the purified 18-mer was digested to 5' deoxynucleotide monophosphates (5' dNMPs)

with snake venom phosphodiesterase. Partitioning of the radioactive 5' dNMPs on a thin-layer chromatography (TLC) plate, followed by Phosphorlmager
analysis, provided the fractional base composition at the lesion site, from which the mutational specificity and mutation frequency were determined.
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Figure 4. Gel purification of 18-mer containing a 5' "P phosphate at the interrogation site. Lane 5
is the result of the REAP assay exactly as described, whereas the omission of certain elements in

other lanes emphasizes the importance of size exclusion chromatography prior to radiolabeling.
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Figure 5. Thin-layer chromatography showing the MF analysis by the REAP assay for a
range of simulated MFs at the "lesion" site. Model mutant (A at "lesion" site) and wild-type
(G at "lesion" site) genomes were mixed at known input ratios and taken through the REAP assay.
Following isolation of 32P-labeled 18-mer (Figure 4), and enzymatic hydrolysis, 5' nucleotides
were resolved by TLC and visualized by Phosphorlmager analysis. The numbers from 0 to 100
are simulated target input MFs. The marker consists of a hydrolysate of a 5' 32P-labeled

oligonucleotide whose 5' end was degenerate.
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Table 2: Validation of the REAP assay.
Target
Input
MF
(%)

0

0.25

0.50

1

3

5

10

25

50

75

90

95

97

99

99.5

99.75

100

MFs were determined
' and 5'-TAG-3') in
site.

Input
(Plaque Counting)

Dark Light MF

1740 2 0.1

ND ND ND

ND ND ND

1747 18 1.0

1564 44 2.7

1801 86 4.6

1502 154 9.3

1303 391 23.1

850 816 49.0

531 1528 74.2

173 1531 89.8

120 1984 94.3

47 1588 97.1

37 3647 99.0

ND ND ND

ND ND ND

0 1613 100

from contrived mixtures of ph

Output Set 1
(Plaque Counting)

Dark Light MF

5409 9 0.2

ND ND ND

ND ND ND

1696 16 0.9

2162 81 3.6

1690 87 4.9

1445 156 9.7

1353 437 24.4

1389 1425 50.6

569 1678 74.7

163 1365 89.3

100 1668 94.3

36 1494 97.6

25 1797 98.6

ND ND ND

ND ND ND

1 1621 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 ± 0.0

age from two pure phage pools
proportions to yield the target input MFs for m6 G at the

Dilutions of these mixtures were plated on indicator plates and wild-type
(Dark) and mutant (Light) blue plaques were counted to provide the true input MFs. The
mixtures were propagated in a bacterial cell line and progeny phage from the supernatant
was used to determine the output MFs, again by plaque counting, whereas progeny double-
stranded DNA inside the cell pellets was used to determine the output MFs by the REAP assay.

*The average output MF determined by the REAP assay was based on MFs obtained using the
double-stranded DNA output from three cultures of E. coli that were independently infected with a
common phage input mixture, and is reported as ± one standard deviation. ND, not determined.
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Output MF
(REAP)

Set I Set 2 Set 3 Average*

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 ± 0.0

0.4 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.1

0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.1

1.0 0.7 0.6 0.8 ±0.2

3.5 2.4 2.6 2.8 ± 0.6

5.6 4.5 4.8 5.0 ± 0.6

10.7 10.0 9.7 10.1 ± 0.5

26.0 25.6 27.3 26.3 ± 0.9

52.3 52.8 51.1 52.1 0.9

75.7 76.8 76.0 76.1 ± 0.6

90.2 90.6 90.9 90.6 ± 0.4

95.2 95.3 96.0 95.5 ± 0.4

98.4 97.8 98.1 98.1 ± 0.3

99.1 99.0 99.3 99.1 ± 0.1

99.5 99.6 99.7 99.6 ±0.1

99.7 99.7 99.8 99.7± 0.1

Simulated
(5'-TGG-3
underlined
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Figure 6. Linear regression analysis of (A) output MF by plaque counting vs. input MF by
plaque counting and (B) output MF by the REAP assay vs. output MF by plaque counting.
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CHAPTER 3:

Influence of DNA Sequence Context on 0'-Methylguanine

Mutagenicity in Escherichia coli
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3A. Introduction

Detailed analysis of mutational hotspots following DNA damage provides an

understanding of oncogene activation and tumor suppressor gene inactivation and, hence,

provides insight into the earliest steps in the induction of cancer. A mutational hotspot may be

created by preferential lesion formation, by decreased lesion repair, or by increased misinsertion

past the lesion during DNA replication. The respective contributions of these factors may be

influenced by the DNA sequence context of the hotspot.

We chose m6 G (Figure 7) as the inaugural lesion for the REAP assay described in Chapter

2, since the persistence of 0 6-alkylguanine DNA adducts correlates well with the mutagenic and

carcinogenic effects of alkylating agents (Goth and Rajewsky, 1974; Kleihues and Margison,

1974), which can be formed endogenously by nitrosation of amides and amines (Taverna and

Sedgwick, 1996; Sedgwick, 1997). The mutagenic consequence of unrepaired m6G is the

creation of exclusively G to A transition mutations, as demonstrated in E. coli (Loechler et al.,

1984). E. coli has proteins that remove 0 6-methylguanine, thus preventing mutations. The

inducible Ada and constitutive Ogt methyltransferases have active site cysteines that receive the

alkyl group directly, converting 06-alkylguanine to guanine, but the active site is not regenerated

(Samson, 1992). Both the UvrABC nucleotide excision repair (Samson et al., 1988; Voigt et al.,

1989) and mismatch repair (Rasmussen and Samson, 1996) pathways have also been implicated

in m6G repair.
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The experimental design used to measure the impact of DNA repair and replication on

m6G mutagenesis with respect to nearest-neighbor sequence context is outlined in Figure 8.

Sixteen individual single-stranded viral M13 genomes were made, containing m6G flanked

immediately 5' and 3' by each permutation of G, A, T, and C within the same region of the M 13

genome. Since site-specific methodology was used, the effect of differential adduct formation

with respect to sequence context, while still a formal possibility for generating non-uniform

mutational spectra, was removed. Electroporation of each member of the viral genome array into

E. coli that lacked all known repair elements that could directly remove m6G assessed the effect

of sequence context on dNTP misincorporation by the replicative DNA polymerase holoenzyme

(pol). If differences in the MFs among genomes in ada, ogt, uvrB E. coli existed, the effects

would most likely be attributed to the DNA polymerase. Likewise, differences in repair-

proficient isogenic cell lines would be due to a combination of the DNA polymerase and the

respective repair element. If no differences in MFs among genomes were seen in ada, ogt, uvrB

E. coli, then differences in MFs among genomes in cells containing one element of repair would

be attributed solely to that repair element.

In order to achieve our goal of constructing the viral genome array (Figure 8), we also

report a method for constructing site-specific single-stranded viral DNA genomes that should

yield identical ligation efficiencies, regardless of the lesion or its surrounding sequence context.

Although the REAP assay had already been validated by using simulated mutation

frequencies in which the ratios of pure mutant and wild-type phage were mixed, as explained in
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Chapter 2, we wanted to validate the assay using a few genomes containing bonafide m6G

lesions prior to execution of the full scheme outlined in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 7, the

three sequences chosen were 5'-Gm6GA-3', 5'-Am6 GA-3', and 5'-Tm6GG-3'. The first two

differed from each other only in that they had a different 5' base. The MF of the 5'-Tm6GG-3'

sequence could additionally be obtained by counting dark and light blue plaques as described in

Chapter 2 and thus, was used as an independent method of further validating the REAP assay.

The information in the Results (3B) and the Discussion (3C) sections will be structured such that

the three sequence sampling (vide supra) analyzed in the two E. coli strains (ada, ogt, uvrB) and

(ogt, uvrB) will precede the full sixteen nearest-neighbor sampling in (ada, ogt, uvrB), (ogt,

uvrB), (ada, uvrB), and wild-type E. coli as outlined in Figure 8.
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3B. Results

Construction of site-specific genomes

After the REAP assay was validated using simulated MFs, three viral single-stranded

genomes were constructed that contained m6G in the contexts 5'-Gm6GA-3', 5'-Am6GA-3', and

5'-Tm6GG-3'. A procedure was developed whereby a DNA lesion would easily be placed in all

possible contexts (Figure 9). Initially, an M13 circular single-stranded genome was linearized at

a unique EcoR I site within a hairpin. A previous study (Lawrence et al., 1990) has used one

long scaffold to bridge the resulting vector termini, thus creating a gap into which the insert

containing the DNA lesion could be placed prior to ligation. Instead of using a different long

scaffold to achieve a high ligation efficiency for each sequence to be tested (16 scaffolds would

be needed to test all Nm6 GN contexts), we used two shorter scaffolds from which the variant

genomes were made. It is noteworthy that the same scaffolds and M13 genome preparations are

used in all samples; only the adduct-containing 16-mer varies from sample to sample. An

equimolar mixture of components was created, with each scaffold annealing to 20 bases of the

vector and 6 or 7 bases of the 5' phosphorylated insert. The lesion-containing oligonucleotide

was ligated into the vector and the scaffolds were degraded with exonuclease III until they no

longer annealed to the vector (data not shown). Since the technique described uses two scaffolds

that do not span the variable positions that flank the lesion, although not essential for this project,

identical ligation efficiencies should be achieved for the construction of all nearest-neighbor,

lesion-containing genomes, regardless of lesion or bases flanking the lesion. Furthermore, this
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method should improve the ligation efficiency of bulky DNA adducts, since there is no

destabilizing base placed opposite the lesion. One could adapt this method for constructing

genomes containing thermally unstable adducts by pre-annealing the scaffolds to the vector and

adding the adduct-containing insert at low temperature. We also found that passing the

M 13mp7L2 vector source through a hydroxylapatite column made M13 genomes viable after

being exposed to high temperature prior to electroporation.
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Influence of sequence context on replication past mG by DNA polymerase III and repair of m6 G

by Ada in vivo using a three nearest-neighbor analysis - Further validation of the REAP assay

Viral genomes containing m6G in the 5'-Gm6GA-3', 5'-Am6GA-3', and 5'-Tm6GG-3'

contexts were made in duplicate and each construct was electroporated into repair-deficient E.

coli as described in the Methods section of this chapter (3D). The mutation frequency from each

transformation was analyzed in triplicate using harvested progeny phage to infect E. coli for

isolation of double-stranded DNA employed in the REAP assay (Figure 3). As shown in Table 3,

the mutation frequency in an ada, ogt, uvrB cell line was nearly 100% for all three sequence

contexts. This result demonstrates the nearly complete miscoding property of m6 G in vivo in the

absence of repair. The isogenic cell line that expressed uninduced Ada demonstrated a sequence

context dependence by this protein in the repair of m6G, as reflected in the difference in the

mutation frequencies. For the 5'-Gm6GA-3', 5'-Am6GA-3', and 5'-Tm6GG-3' contexts, the

respective mutation frequencies obtained from the REAP assay were 53%, 90%, and 82% for the

first independent trial and 45%, 90%, and 81%, for the second. The 5'-Tm6GG-3' context was

also analyzed by counting dark and light blue plaques, providing MFs of 81% and 79% for the

first and second trials, respectively (data not shown). The mutation frequencies obtained by the

REAP and plaque counting assays were statistically identical. Furthermore, there was an

insignificant variation in the MF obtained with the REAP assay from each m6 G biologically

processed genome when performed in triplicate, thus further validating the REAP assay.
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Influence of sequence context on replication past m6G by DNA polymerase III and repair of m6G

by Ada or Ogt or (Ada, Ogt, and UvrB simultaneously) in vivo using a sixteen nearest-neighbor

analysis

The full sixteen nearest-neighbor sampling was analyzed in E. coli containing the

genotypes (ada, ogt, uvrB = Pol III influence), (ogt, uvrB = Ada influence), (ada, uvrB = Ogt

influence), and (wild-type = Pol III, Ada, Ogt, and UvrB all operative) as outlined in Figure 8.

Sixteen nearest-neighbor viral genomes containing m6G in were made and each construct was

electroporated into the appropriate repair-deficient E. coli as described in the Methods section of

this chapter (3D). The results plotted as bar graphs are shown in Figures 10-15. While the data

in Figure 10 (Pol III influence) and in Figure 15 (all repair systems operative) were generated

once using an older, unoptimized version (not shown) of the REAP assay, the data in Figure 11

and Figure 12 (Ada influence, same data but grouped to show a 5' or 3' influence, respectively)

and the data in Figure 13 and Figure 14 (Ogt influence, again, same data but grouped to reveal a

5' or 3' influence, respectively) were performed in duplicate starting with the genome

construction stage and using the optimized version of the REAP assay as described in Chapter

2D of this work. Each independent genome construction and electroporation is designated as A

or B in Figures 11-14.

As shown in Figure 10, when an ada, ogt, uvrB cell line was used, m6G in all sequence

contexts was nearly 100% mutagenic, suggesting that the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme

always placed a T opposite m6 G; and consequently, that the sequence context surrounding m6 G

does not cause the DNA polymerase to create mutational hot- or coldspots. As shown in Figure
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11 and Figure 12, in an ogt, uvrB cell line, the MFs ranged from 35% to 90%. Within this range,

attributed to the effect of sequence context on m6 G repair by Ada, a 5' sequence context

influence was evident (Figure 11). The order of increasing MF attributed to Ada was, in general,

GX < CX < TX < AX (X = m6 G). Ada also showed a 3' influence of XPyrimidine < XPurine

(Figure 12). By contrast, as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, in an ada, uvrB cell line, the MFs

ranged from 10% to 25%. Ogt demonstrated a 5' influence of GX < AX (Figure 13), and the

contexts 5'-AXN-3' (N = any base) provided the highest MFs (Figure 14). The MFs with respect

to sequence context in the wild-type cell line (Ada, Ogt, and UvrB all operative) (Figure 15)

revealed a pattern strikingly similar to that obtained using ada, uvrB E. coli (Figure 13),

suggesting that Ogt is the dominant repair element for m6 G in uninduced F coli.
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3C. Discussion

Influence of sequence context on replication past m6G by DNA polymerase III and repair of m6G

by Ada in vivo using a three nearest-neighbor analysis - Further validation of the REAP assay

As can be seen in Table 3, the mutation frequencies for m6G in the ada, ogt, uvrB cell line

were nearly 100% for all three contexts tested. Our values were thus very similar to results of

Pauly et al. (Pauly et al., 1998; Pauly et al., 1995) who, by using a single context opposite a gap,

show a 94% MF for m6 G in an ada, ogt, mutS E. coli cell line. Our results showed this high MF

holds for multiple contexts. An in vitro primer extension study using a template containing m6G

has shown that the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I will place a T opposite the

lesion -50% or ~85% of the time depending on the flanking base (Singer et al., 1989); our data

suggest that the DNA polymerase holoenzyme almost always places a T opposite m6 G during

replication in vivo, at least for the three contexts tested. Our data further suggest that differential

DNA polymerase fidelity with respect to bases flanking m6G does not play an important role in

the creation of mutational hot- or coldspots.

When genomes containing m6G were passed through the isogenic ogt, uvrB cell line (i.e.,

cells with a constitutive level of Ada), the MFs dropped for all three sequence contexts tested

(Table 3). Although the mutation frequencies attributed to Ada were similar for identical

genomes containing m6G in the context 5'-Am6GA-3' (-90%) or 5'-Tm6GG-3' (-82%), they

differed significantly for the 5'-Gm6GA-3' context (53% vs. 45%). This difference is most likely
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attributed to the higher repair efficiency of Ada on the 5'-Gm6GA-3' context and cannot be

explained by experimental error, which was maximally about 2% (with 95% confidence) for a

50% MF (Table 2). It has been shown that the concentration of uninduced Ada in E. coli can

vary with respect to when the culture is harvested (Taverna and Sedgwick, 1996). Since m6 G

was relatively well repaired in the 5'-Gm6GA-3' context, a slight variation in methyltransferase

concentration during different batch preparations of electrocompetent cells may have had a

greater impact on the absolute mutation frequency; however, within each batch preparation, the

sought after rank order of mutation frequency with respect to sequence context (vide infra) will

remain the same.

The Ada protein is one of the few DNA repair proteins that can work on single-stranded

DNA. Although single-stranded viral m6 G genomes were introduced into the repair-deficient cell

lines, the observed effects may have very well arisen from the reaction of Ada with m6 G in

duplex form. The reaction with m6 G in single-stranded DNA occurs at only 0.1% of the rate for

duplex DNA (Lindahl et al., 1982) and it has been estimated that there are only one or two

molecules of Ada in uninduced F. coli (Rebeck et al., 1989). Indeed, if the protein were acting

on m G in duplex form, the opposing base would be T, since the work presented here

demonstrates that the DNA polymerase always placed a T opposite the lesion. The fact that the

mutation frequency dropped by half when a single base 5' to m6 G was changed from an A to a G

suggested that the activity of the Ada repair protein, either directly or indirectly, is strongly

influenced by the 5' flanking base. One would expect, therefore, that genomes of

alkyltransferase-proficient cells treated with alkylating agents would show an excess of mutations
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in 5'-AG-3' sites as compared to 5'-GG-3' sites. There are indirect data supporting this

prediction. Specifically, alkylation treatment of alkyltransferase-proficient E. coli, with respect

to their isogenic alkyltransferase-deficient counterpart, results in increased guanine mutagenesis

in the 5'-AG-3' sequence (Vidal et al., 1995; Vidal et al., 1997), and decreased mutagenesis in

the 5'-GG-3' sequence (Jurado et al., 1995). One caveat is that in most of these published studies

on alkyltransferase-deficient cells, Ogt was the variable modulating the site of mutation, whereas

our conclusion was based upon Ada.

We are cautious in attributing the lower MF for the 5'-Gm6GA-3' context directly to Ada

alone, since our cells had mismatch repair capability. Three formal scenarios can explain the

differences in the MF in the Ada-proficient cell line without Ada being affected by sequence

context. First, sequence context may affect binding of the mismatch repair recognition protein

MutS to an m6G:T pair, making some sequences better shielded by MutS from repair by Ada.

Second, the m6G:T mispairs may be converted equally to G:T mispairs by Ada, but initiation of

the methyl-directed mismatch repair process by MutS, that would ultimately lead to a G:C pair,

may be context dependent. Third, m6G may be a stronger block to the DNA polymerase in some

sequence contexts, thus giving Ada more time to convert m6 G to G in single-stranded DNA

before the mutation is created.

To conclude, using the novel methodology of two scaffold single-stranded genome

construction and repair-deficient Escherichia coli, we discovered that m6G in three sequence

contexts tested was nearly 100% mutagenic in vivo, showing that the DNA polymerase
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holoenzyme always placed T opposite m6 G during replication. In partially repair-proficient Ada

cells (ogt, uvrB), it was demonstrated that the Ada 0 6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase

repair protein (Ada) acted with twice the efficiency on m6 G when a G rather than an A was 5' to

the lesion.
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Influence of sequence context on replication past m6G by DNA polymerase III and repair of m6 G

by Ada or Ogt or (Ada, Ogt, and UvrB simultaneously) in vivo using a sixteen nearest-neighbor

analysis

As shown in Figure 10, there was no influence of sequence context on the DNA

polymerase, as T was inserted ~100% of the time. It should be noted that this data set, as well as

the wild-type set (Figure 15) were obtained using an older, unoptimized version of the REAP

assay, which may explain the relatively higher background (as reflected in the non-m6 G

containing genomes of sequence 5'-TGG-3' and 5'-TAG-3' in Figure 10 and Figure 15 vs.

Figures 11-14, and also as reflected in the 5'-Gm6GA-3', 5'-Am6GA-3', and 5'-Tm6GG-3'

genomes in Figure 10 vs. Table 3 (ada, ogt, uvrB) E. coli).

As shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, in an ogt, uvrB cell line, the MFs ranged from 35%

to 90%. Within this range, attributed to the effect of sequence context on m6 G repair by Ada, a

5' sequence context influence was evident (Figure 11). The order of increasing MF attributed to

Ada was, in general, GX < CX < TX < AX (X = m6 G). Ada also showed a 3' influence of

XPyrimidine < XPurine (Figure 12).

By contrast, as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, in an ada, uvrB cell line, the MFs

ranged from 10% to 25%. Ogt demonstrated a 5' influence of GX < AX (Figure 13), and the

contexts 5'-AXN-3' (N = any base) provided the highest MFs (Figure 14).

As shown in Figure 15, the MFs with respect to sequence context in the wild-type cell
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line (Ada, Ogt, and UvrB all operative) revealed a pattern strikingly similar to that obtained using

ada, uvrB E. coli, suggesting that Ogt is the dominant repair element for m6 G in uninduced E.

coli.

The data in Figure 11 and Figure 12 were generated such that an identical, but

independently constructed genome of sequence 5'-Tm6GG-3' was electroporated -2 hours after

the previous one for each independent set of experiments (A and B). This was a control. As

shown for both independently constructed and electroporated genomes in sets A and B, there was

practically no variance in MFs within each set for the control which, incidentally, further

validated the REAP assay. This is an extremely important observation, since -3 hours elapse

between the time it takes for one person to electroporate and grow in suspension the first and the

twentieth genome (sixteen nearest-neighbors and four controls). This instils confidence that the

rather long duration of keeping electrocompetent cells on ice does not promote a change in the

activity or concentration of the methyltransferases inside the cell. Had this occurred, the entire

approach as outlined in Figure 8 would have to be abandoned, since the MFs of genomes within

a set would vary as a function of when the genomes were electroporated relative to one another.

It is noteworthy that all MFs in Figures 11-14 set A were higher than those in set B.

While the A and B designation is not important, it is important to observe that each MF within

one set in a given cell line was higher than the corresponding MF within the other set in the same

cell line. As explained in this section for the three nearest-neighbor analysis, this discrepancy

was probably the result of a difference in methyltransferase concentration between the two batch
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preparations of cells used. On a related note, a scatter plot of the average MFs between genomes

from sets A and B (Figure 11 or Figure 12 (they are the same data set)) vs. the difference between

the larger and smaller MFs (A - B) reveals a negative correlation (data not shown), which means

that one may not simply subtract a constant from all MFs in one set to normalize it to the other

set. The most likely explanation for this negative correlation is that m6 G in a sequence context

that is relatively refractory to repair (5'-Am6GA-3') is less sensitive to slight changes of

methyltransferase concentration that may occur for different preparations of electrocompetent

cells. One can reach the conclusion that data sets for these types of sequence context

experiments should not be combined. These observations lead to an interesting hypothesis

concerning site-specific sequence context experiments in general, such as outlined in Figure 8:

one should not combine the MF data sets from different cell preparations for any lesion when its

repair is to be studied. This caveat notwithstanding, the sought after rank order of mutation

frequency with respect to sequence context was the same in sets A and B. It is also apparent

from the graphs (Figures 10-15) that no error bars are included. While data sets should not be

combined (vide supra), one could obtain error bars by analyzing the MF from the progeny within

each data set in triplicate. However, error analysis was deemed unnecessary for two reasons.

First, this triplicate analysis was already done for simulated MFs (Chapter 2, Table 2) and for

three m6G genomes (Chapter 3, Table 3) and the variance was negligible. Second, the 5'-

Tm6GG-3' duplicate control provided a strikingly similar MF.

A further caveat in studying lesions in single-stranded viral genomes is that the effect of

repair systems that do not directly act upon the lesion, such as nucleotide excision repair (NER)
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and mismatch repair (MMR), cannot be assayed via MF measurement. To explain further,

consider the following scenario. If m6G in a single-stranded genome is copied past, and the m6G

is excised in the form of an oligonucleotide, then no matter what the sequence context preference

is for NER, the mutation fixation created by the DNA polymerase will dictate the MF. A

corollary to this is that if the DNA polymerase always miscodes past a lesion in all sequence

contexts, no matter what the sequence preference of NER is, a 100% MF would be seen in all

contexts. This may be why MFs from genomes processed in (ada, ogt = NER influence) E. coli

(using an older, unoptimized version of the REAP assay, (data not shown)) were similar to those

obtained in (ada, ogt, uvrB = Pol III influence) (Figure 10). The same scenario is applicable to

MMR, since futile exonucleic processing and strand resynthesis past the lesion will provide MFs

as a function of the DNA polymerase, regardless of the repair event (such as the initiation of

MMR by MutS binding to a lesion:base mismatch). However, again assuming the DNA

polymerase always miscodes, one can perform sequence context experiments in vivo using a

double-stranded vector if the initial lesion:base pair is of the type that would not be formed by a

DNA polymerase (such as an m6G:C pair as demonstrated in this work), since the repair event

can occur prior to mutation fixation by the DNA polymerase.

In conclusion, we report a method for constructing site-specific single-stranded viral

DNA genomes that should yield identical ligation efficiencies, regardless of the lesion or its

surrounding sequence context. Using this methodology and repair-deficient E. coli, we

discovered that m6 G in sixteen sequence contexts tested was nearly 100% mutagenic in vivo,

showing that the DNA polymerase holoenzyme always placed T opposite m6G during replication.
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This suggests that the replicative DNA polymerase in E. coli does not contribute to the non-

uniform distribution of m6G derived mutational hot- or coldspots when cells are treated with

simple alkylating agents. In partially repair-proficient cells, it was demonstrated that the Ada and

Ogt 06-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase repair proteins acted on m6G in a context

dependent manner as shown in the Results section (3B). Since the mutational spectra from the

m6 G genomes in wild-type and (ada, uvrB) E. coli were similar, Ogt appears to be the dominant

repair element in uninduced E. coli. The REAP assay has been validated to provide rapid and

accurate measurements of the MFs of m6G in all sixteen nearest-neighbor sequence contexts.
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3D. Methods

Synthesis of mG oligonucleotides

All oligonucleotides were made on an Applied Biosystems 391 DNA Synthesizer using

the 0.2 imol scale. Sixteen individual homogeneous 16-mers of sequence 5' GAAGACC

(G, A, T, or C)(m 6 G)(G, A, T, or C)GCGTCC 3' and a control oligonucleotide lacking guanine

residues, 5' TAATACCTm6GTACA-TCC 3' were made using the N-isobutyryl m6 G protected

phosphoramidite (Glen Research). Deprotection was carried out by placing the controlled pore

glass resin in dry glass vials equipped with septa to which were added, under argon, 1 mL 10%

1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene in anhydrous methanol (Aldrich). The solution stirred at

room temperature for three weeks in a dark desiccator, after which the contents were transferred

to microfuge tubes and lyophilized to an oil. After resuspension in 1 mL 10 mM NaOH, the

DNA was ethanol precipitated, mixed with 50% formamide, and purified by migration through ~

25 cm of a 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel containing 7 M urea and 1 x TBE. Bands were

excised, crushed and soaked with agitation in 10 mL water, and desalted on Sep-Pak* C- 18

cartridges (Waters). Oligonucleotides were characterized as follows. In a 40 iL solution of 100

mM Tris buffer (pH 8.8) and 15 mM MgCl 2 was digested approximately 2 nmol of each

oligonucleotide with 300 mU snake venom phosphodiesterase I (ICN Biomedical) and 20 U

alkaline phosphatase (type VII-T from bovine intestinal mucosa, Sigma no. P6774) at 37'C for 1

hr. All protected and deprotected nucleosides were separated by gradient reverse phase HPLC

using an analytical Beckman Ultrasphere' 5 p C-18 column (250 x 4.6 mm) and a flow of 1
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mL/min. The linear gradient was 0 to 8.2% B over 35 min, then 8.2 to 30% B over 25 min

(solvent A, 0.1 M NH40Ac; solvent B, CH3CN (neat)). Detection and quantitation were

performed with an in-line diode array detector (Hewlett Packard 1040A). A comparison of the

retention times and ultraviolet (UV) absorbance peak profiles between a mixture of authentic

standards and the nucleoside digests from the synthesized m6G oligonucleotides revealed the

following. The isobutyryl group had been completely removed from m6G, no guanine was

formed at the lesion site (as judged by the identically deprotected control oligonucleotide), and

no 0 6-ethylguanine was created during the ethanol precipitation step (data not shown). The limit

of detection was at least > 0.5% for each event monitored.
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Construction of site-specific, single-stranded viral genomes

M 13mp7L2 was prepared as follows. To a 2 L baffled flask was added 1 L 2 x YT media

(Ausubel et al., 1993) and 2 mL of a saturated culture of GW5 100 E. coli (JM103, P1-; G. C.

Walker, Massachusetts Institute of Technology). The flask was shaken (275 RPM) at 37'C for

2.5 hr, after which was added 2 mL of saturated M I3mp7L2 progeny phage supernatant (~6 x

109 plaque forming units (pfu)) and growth continued for 9 hr. Cells were pelleted and a solution

that was 20% polyethylene glycol (MW 8000, Sigma no. P2139) and 2.5 M NaCl was added to

the supernatant (1:4 v/v). The phage in the supernatant were precipitated at 4'C overnight,

pelleted, combined and resuspended in 19 mL of TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0)),

split into thirds, and extracted with 5 x 3 mL phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1 v/v/v)

until the aqueous-organic interface remained clear. The aqueous phase (~ 15 mL) was applied to

a drained column (35 mm x 10 mm) containing 1 g DNA-Grade Bio-Gel® HTP hydroxylapatite

resin (BioRad), which had been conditioned with 5 mL TE (an acceptable flow-rate was achieved

by applying moderate air pressure over the solvent bed). The column was then washed with 5

mL TE and the DNA was eluted with a solution of phosphate buffer (0.07 M KH2 PO 4 , 0.07 M

K2HPO 4) at the molarity suggested by the manufacturer that would elute single-stranded DNA.

Fractions containing the most concentrated DNA were pooled (~5 mL), split in half, and

concentrated/dialyzed through two Centricon-100 spin-dialysis devices (Amicon no. 4212) using

three, 2 mL TE rinses. The final yield of single-stranded M1 3mp7L2 was -4.5 mg.

Genomes containing m6G were constructed as follows. EcoR I, T4 polynucleotide kinase,

and T4 DNA ligase were from New England Biolabs. ATP and exonuclease III were from
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Pharmacia. Oligonucleotides containing m6 G (10 pmol) were 5'-phosphorylated in a 30 pL

volume with T4 polynucleotide kinase (0.5 U/pL) in 70 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5), 10 mM

MgCl 2, 5 mM DTT, and 1 mM ATP at 37'C for 1 hr. Single-stranded MI3mp7L2 (0.15

pmol/pL, (2.36 ptg/pmol)) was linearized with EcoR 1 (0.37 U/pL) in 100 mM Tris-HCl buffer

(pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl 2, and 100 pg/mL bovine serum albumin at 23'C for 4 hr,

after which, an equimolar amount of the scaffolds 5' GGTCTTCCACTGAATCATGGTCAT

AGC 3' and 5' AAAACGACGGCCAGTGAATTGGACGC 3' were added, with negligible

volume increase. Approximately 100 pL of this solution (10 pmol in each component) was

added to the tube containing the phosphorylated oligonucleotide. The components were annealed

in a PCR machine using the following program: 80'C for 5 min, 80'C to 50'C at 1 'C /min,

50'C to 00 C at 0.33'C /min. The solution was made 10 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, and 5.4 U/pL T4

DNA ligase, with negligible volume increase, after which it was incubated at 16'C for 2 hr.

Scaffolds were degraded to approximately 4-mers (data not shown) by incubation with

exonuclease III (1 U/pL) at 37'C for 2 hr. The constructed genomes were desalted by spin-

dialysis through Centricon- 100 devices using two, 2 mL rinses with TE, after which each sample

was divided equally into eight tubes (~8 ptL/tube) and stored at -20 C.

Electroporation of genomes into repair-deficient isogenic E. coli

The drug-resistant alleles Aada-25:: Cam' (Shevell et al., 1988), ogt-1::Kan' (Rebeck and

Samson, 1991), and uvrB5::Tn1OTetr (Backendorf et al., 1986) had been previously used to

construct the triple mutant E. coli strain CJM2 (ada, ogt, uvrB) (Samson et al., 1997) by P1 vir

transduction into the wild-type strain FC215 (Mackay et al., 1994). We also used P1 vir
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transduction (Miller, 1992) to transfer the ogt-1::Kan and uvrB5::Tn10Tet' alleles from CJM2

into FC215 to create the isogenic repair-deficient E. coli strain C216/uvrB- (ogt, uvrB); the same

procedure was performed to transfer the Aada-25::Camr and uvrB5::TnOTetr alleles from CJM2

into FC215 to create the isogenic repair-deficient E. coli strain C217/uvrB- (ada, uvrB) Repair-

deficient E. coli cells were made electrocompetent as follows. A 5 mL saturated culture of cells

was used to innoculate 500 mL LB (supplemented with 2.5 g/L MgSO 4, 0.2% (w/v) maltose, and

the appropriate drugs at concentrations of 10 pg/mL for chloramphenicol, 50 Ig/mL for

kanamycin, and 15 pg/mL for tetracycline). After growing with aeration in a baffled flask at

37'C, the cells were harvested at mid-log phase (OD600 = 0.5). At 00 C, cells from 350 mL of

culture were washed thoroughly with 350 mL, then 175 mL of ice-cold sterile water. Cells were

finally resuspended in 4 mL 10% glycerol, providing -2 x 10' cells per 100 IL, as judged by

counting plated dilutions of cells. Approximately 100 tL of electrocompetent cells were mixed

with a thawed aliquot of desalted genome construct (vide supra). To a chilled electroporation

cuvette (0.2 cm gap) containing the above solution was applied 2.5 kV at 129 ohms from an

Electro Cell Manipulator 600* electroporation system (BTX). The voltage delivered (2.36 kV)

and time constant (5.60 msec) were consistent between electroporations for all genomes and cell

lines, and rendered a reduction in cell survival (electroporation of cells alone) by no more than

60%. Immediately, 1 mL SOC media (Sambrook et al., 1989) was added to the cuvette and the

contents transferred to 9 mL LB. The number of initial independent events was determined by

immediately plating a dilution of the mixture onto a lawn of NR9050 cells (vide infra). One

million electroporated cells secreted phage and were thus independently transformed with the

M13 construct. The 10 mL culture was immediately placed on a roller drum at 37'C for 2.5 hr,
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after which the supernatant containing progeny phage at ~ 1010 pfu/mL to be used for MF

analysis was stored at 4'C.
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contexts used in further validating the REAP assay.
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Figure 8. Overall scheme for determining if bases immediately flanking m'G influence its
biological processing in vivo. Differences in MFs among m6G genomes for a given cell type
will be attributed to sequence selectivity of the DNA polymerase and operative repair protein.
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Figure 9. Scheme for constructing single-stranded genomes containing an adduct in
any variable surrounding sequence context. The M13 single-stranded circular genome
contains an EcoR I site that is in a hairpin. Cleavage with EcoR I yielded a linear product.
Scaffolds (indicated by broken lines) of 27 and 26 nucleotides were annealed to the 3' and 5' ends,
respectively, of the M13 genome. The same mixture included a 16-mer in which m6G was present
in a defined sequence context (indicated by -N(lollipop)N-). Ligation covalently inserted the
adduct-containing oligonucleotide into the M13 genome, and exonuclease III removed the
scaffolds, affording a single-stranded, adduct-containing genome. It is noteworthy that the
scaffold did not overlap with the -N(lollipop)N- trinucleotide; this feature is believed to promote
a high ligation efficiency.
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Table 3: Influence of sequence context on m6G replication and repair in three sequence
contexts analyzed

Sequence
(5' to 3')

Gm6GA

Am6GA

Tm6GG

Experiment 1

Gm6GA

Am6GA

Tm6GG

in triplicate by the REAP assay.
Cellular Repair Status

Ada Ogt UvrB

no no

Output MF (REAP)

Set I Set 2 Set 3 Average*

no 99.1 99.2 98.8 99.1 ± 0.2

no no no 99.8 99.6 99.6 99.6 ± 0.1

no no no 99.2 99.3 99.3 99.3 ± 0.1

yes no no ND 53.5 53.1 53.3 ±0.3

yes

yes

no no 90.5 90.6 90.2 90.4 ± 0.2

no no 82.1 82.1 81.9 82.0 0.1

Gm6GA no no no 97.9 97.5 97.9 97.8 ± 0.2

Am6GA no no no 99.8 99.7 99.7 99.7 ± 0.1

Tm6GG no no no 98.2 97.8 98.1 98.0 ± 0.2

Experiment 2

Gm6GA yes no no 44.8 45.0 44.4 44.7 ± 0.3

Am6 GA yes no no 90.6 90.3 88.1 89.7 ± 1.4

Tm6GG yes no no 81.3 81.7 80.8 81.2 ±0.5

Single-stranded genomes containing m6G in three different sequence contexts were constructed,
electroporated into two strains of repair-deficient E. coli, and their subsequent mutation frequencies
were determined using the REAP assay. Each experiment refers to an independent genome
construction and subsequent electroporation, whereas genomes containing identical sequence
contexts within the same experiment were from the same genome construction.

*The average output MF determined by the REAP assay was based on MFs obtained using the
double-stranded DNA output from three cultures of E. coli that were independently infected with the
same progeny phage pool obtained after electroporation, and is reported as + one standard deviation.
ND, not determined.
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Figure 10. Context preference of DNA polymerase on m'G in (ada, ogt, uvrB) E. coli.
Sequences are read 5' to 3' and data are grouped such that the 5' end is varied in the order
G, A, T, and C as read from left to right. This data set was generated from constructed
viral genomes once, using an older, non-optimized version of the REAP assay. X was m6G;
the pure wild-type (5'-TGG-3') and mutant (5'-TAG-3') genomes were analyzed in parallel.
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Figure 11. Context preference of Ada on m6G in (ogt, uvrB) E. coli. Sequences are read 5' to 3'
and data are grouped such that the 5' end is varied in the order G, A, T, and C as read from left to
right. The data sets (A and B) were generated from two independently constructed and
electroporated sets of viral genomes, using the optimized REAP assay described in Chapter 2.
X was m G; the pure wild-type (5'-TGG-3'), mutant (5'-TAG-3'), and a duplicate 5'-TXG-3'
genome electroporated -2 hr after the original were analyzed in parallel.
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Figure 14. Context preference of Ogt on m'G in (ada, uvrB) E. coli. This is the same data set
as in Figure 13; however, the data are grouped such that the 3' end is varied in the order
G, A, T, and C as read from left to right.
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Figure 15. Mutation frequency of m'G with respect to sequence context in wild-type E. coli.
Sequences are read 5' to 3' and data are grouped such that the 5' end is varied in the order
G, A, T, and C as read from left to right. This data set was generated from constructed
viral genomes once, using an older, non-optimized version of the REAP assay. X was m6G;
the pure wild-type (5'-TGG-3') and mutant (5'-TAG-3') genomes were analyzed in parallel.
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CHAPTER 4:

Proposals to Deconvolute Mutational Spectra
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4A. Introduction

This section of a dissertation usually contains a brief description of the next steps that

would occur during a research program. Instead, I have elected to write two detailed plans that I

hope will help future workers achieve the long-range objective of our program - specifically, to

understand how context affects the mutagenic activity of a DNA lesion. The first part will

describe a single assay whereby the effects of sequence context on lesion repair, adduct

formation, or adduct degradation can be assessed in vitro; the second part will describe an assay

based on mass spectrometry (MS) whereby the repair of any DNA lesion whose mutational

specificity is known can be studied in 16 to 256 sequence contexts simultaneously in vivo. This

mass spectrometry approach may also be used to obtain consensus sequences surrounding a DNA

lesion that are blocks to a DNA polymerase in vivo, and may be additionally used to determine in

what sequence contexts a lesion is more apt to miscode by the replicative DNA polymerase in

vivo. The ideas presented in this chapter are all original.
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4B. Proposed Assay for Determining the Influence of Sequence Context on Lesion Repair,

Adduct Formation, or Adduct Degradation in vitro

I have designed an assay that may help provide a complete mechanistic rationale for

mutational hotspots. The in vitro assay, based on "prelabeling," will rapidly assess the effect of

sequence context on the repair of any DNA lesion by any repair protein. The same assay can also

be used to determine hotspots for initial DNA damage in any form, such as adduct formation,

ring fragmentation, depurination, deamination, etc., by any source, such as alkylating agents, UV

light, reactive oxygen species, gamma irradiation, etc., in a dose-dependent manner. One can

also use the method to address how sequence context affects secondary damage events by

analyzing the fate of a site-specific lesion when treated with sources of damage (e.g.,

7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine (8oxoG) with type I and type II photosensitizers or peroxynitrite)

(Figure 16). Furthermore, an efficient method for constructing sixteen individual

oligonucleotides with a centrally located base flanked by all nearest-neighbor base permutations

to achieve this goal is presented (Figure 17). The assay can be used on single- and double-

stranded DNA, and, in addition to looking at programmed nearest-neighbor effects in a site-

specific fashion as described in this dissertation, one can take an alternative route and program

the "viewing window" along several positions of a reporter gene that one wishes to study. I

intend to use this assay to determine the relative rates of m6 G repair in sixteen nearest-neighbor

sequence contexts in single- and double-stranded (m6G opposite T or C) oligonucleotides by the

Ada and Ogt methyltransferases using the same sequence context that flanked the variable region
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described previously in this thesis. If the consensus sequences attributed to differential repair by

Ada and Ogt in E. coli presented in this dissertation are similar to those found using this

proposed assay with m6G paired opposite T, but not with single-stranded DNA, then it is very

likely that the effects seen in E. coli were due to direct action of the methyltransferase on duplex

DNA (an m6 G:T pair) and, if shielding by a repair protein such as MutS did occur and hinder

access of the methyltransferase to m6G repair, it did so irrespective of sequence context.

One can easily study the in vitro repair of end-labeled oligonucleotides that contain site-

specific DNA lesions, if the lesions are susceptible to base excision repair, since initiation of the

repair event by the glycosylase results in the formation of an abasic site that can be cleaved with

piperidine and many samples can be analyzed quickly on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel.

Below are listed many of these glycosylases, the gene from which they are coded (italicized in

parentheses), and their substrates (Wilson III et al., 1998; Friedberg et al., 1995). The

formamidopyrimidine-DNA-glycosylase (fpg/mutM) removes 8oxoG, 2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5-

N-methylformamidopyrimidine and 4,6-diamino-5-N-methylformamidopyrimidine (the

imidazole ring-opened forms of 7-methylguanine and 7-methyladenine, respectively),

5-hydroxycytosine, and 5-hydroxyuracil. The 3-methyladenine-DNA-glycosylase I (tag) removes

3-alkylated purines. The 3-methyladenine-DNA-glycosylase II (alkA) removes 3- and

7-alkylated purines, 0 2-methylpyrimidines, 1,M-ethenoadenine, 5-formyluracil, and

5-hydroxymethyluracil. Thymine glycol-DNA-glycosylase (nth) removes thymine glycol, uracil

glycol, 5-hydroxycytosine, 5-hydroxyuracil, urea, and P-ureidoisobutyric acid. Uracil-DNA-

glycosylase (ung) removes uracil and 5-hydroxyuracil. MutY (mutY) removes adenine of an
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A:8oxoG, G or C pair.

By contrast to the lesions described above, the repair of O-alkylated bases by

methyltransferases is harder to monitor, since repair results in a normal G or T from 06-

alkylguanine or 04 -alkylthymine, respectively. Methods that have been developed to measure 0-

alkylated base repair include separating repaired from unrepaired end-labeled oligonucleotides

using reversed-phase HPLC (Graves et al., 1987; Dolan et al., 1988), immunoprecipitating

oligonucleotides containing m6G from those containing G using an antibody raised against the

lesion (Souliotis et al., 1989; Mironov et al., 1989), and using an m6G substrate containing 32P

immediately 3' to the lesion with subsequent degradation of the substrate to 3' deoxynucleotide

monophosphates which are separated by HPLC (Klein and Oesch, 1990).

The proposed assay outlined in Figure 16 has several advantages over the aforementioned

methods concerning alkylation repair and can also be used to study the many base excision repair

systems listed above. Since both oligonucleotide retention time on an HPLC column and

antibody binding to m6 G are probably dependent on sequence context, optimization for each

sequence context to be tested is not needed. The method described here is versatile and

amenable to high-throughput. Moreover, unlike the technique of Klein and Oesch (Klein and

Oesch, 1990) which shows a high background for HPLC separation of 3' radiolabeled

monophosphates, substrate creation does not rely on incorporation via dm6GTP at restriction site

overhangs by Klenow. While labeling and ligating an oligonucleotide containing a modified

base at the 5' end may not be efficient, only a small amount of ligated 32P material is needed.
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Equal radioactive counts will be used assuring equal molar amounts of each sequence context to

be studied so that the sought after relativistic rank order of base change at the interrogation

position can be found. If a substantial amount of material is desired for these studies, then all

one has to do is add equal molar amounts of cold, full-length oligonucleotides to the appropriate

tubes, each containing equal molar amounts of internally radiolabeled sample.

This versatile technique also has advantages and disadvantages with respect to mass

spectrometry, whereby the fate of a site-specific base or lesion (labeled with 2H, "N, and/or "C)

in one defined sequence context is monitored. For mass spectrometry to faithfully monitor, at a

specific site, lesion formation from a normal base, or lesion repair and/or lesion transformation

with respect to sequence context, a stable isotope should be incorporated, which can be

expensive. This is mandatory for situations where the monomerized product is identical to any

component of monomerized substrate (e.g., G from m6G via Ada or Ogt repair (other Gs exist) or

abasic sites and ring-fragmentation products from 8oxoG/oxidant treatment (these would form

also from the other bases)).

While mass spectrometry can accurately detect, at a specific site, the relative amount of a

modified base product with respect to its unmodified base if that base had been isotopically

labeled (e.g., deuterated m6 G from deuterated G via MNU, or deuterated 8oxoG from deuterated

G via oxidants), the absolute value of products (and unreacted base) may need to be determined

by calibrating the system (co-injection) with yet another stable isotope, different in mass from the

one already employed, since unlabeled sites containing guanine outside the site-specific
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"monomer window" will be converted to similar products non-uniformly (thus barring the

possibility of using a non-isotopically labeled standard). The same argument holds for site-

specific adduct degradation studies if changes in the deuterated site-specific adduct do not

overwhelm the formation of said lesion or degradation products from bases outside the

"monomer window;" if this is not the case, then one can simply co-inject a known amount of

non-deuterated standard. The absolute value of products, however, can easily be determined

using the methodology proposed in Figure 16, since the specific activity of P will be known.

While providing a lower signal, P can likewise be used (e.g., with 8oxoG experiments) to abate

the possibility of radiolysis due to ionizing radiation.

Some disadvantages of the proposed technique are that unstable products may not be seen

due to the time it takes to degrade the DNA to 5' dNMPs and resolve these either by TLC or

HPLC. A corollary to this possible limitation is that the product analysis should be delayed until

relatively stable compounds are formed. This will prevent smearing on a TLC plate or infinite

band broadening on an HPLC column that may result if product conversion occurs during

separation. Also, as the number of possible (stable) products in a given experiment increases,

resolution will probably be disproportionately harder to achieve than when MS is used (although

the same sample can be run in different TLC or HPLC solvent systems and the relative amounts

of all products can be determined by comparing the data sets).

A possible complication of the proposed assay concerns modification or reaction of the

DNA backbone. For example, treatment of DNA with MNU will give not only m6G, but also
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-25% of methylphosphotriesters (as demonstrated with RNA (Singer et al., 1975)), which may

prevent the snake venom phosphodiesterase from cleaving the phosphate linkage. Products other

than monomers containing a 5' 1 2P-phosphate and a 3' hydroxyl are defined as "background" for

DNA lesion formation from both alkylating agents and ionizing radiation (vide infra). The

multiplicity of background products from incomplete SVPD cleavage may complicate the TLC

analysis of radiolabeled products within the "monomer window." The radiolabeled monomers

resulting from cleavage of phosphodiesters with SVPD will be liberated as a mixture of 5'

dGMP, 5' dm 7GMP, 5' dm6 GMP, 5' dm3GMP, and possibly 5' dRiboseMP from depurination of

5' dm7 GMP; however, 16 radiolabeled dimers containing a phosphotriester linkage (which would

probably prevent cleavage by SVPD) for each of these products will also exist (each can have a

G, A, T, or C as the 5' or 3' base and be in either the R or S stereoisomeric configuration), as will

32 radiolabeled dimers from the phosphotriesters of normal bases (both stereoisomers).

Although these dimers will contain the same -2 charge as for the 5' dNMPs, the doubling of mass

may make all dimers migrate very differently on a PEI-TLC plate than the desired monomers.

Treatment of phosphotriesters with the N-terminal domain of Ada prior to snake venom

phosphodiesterase will, at best, only reduce the number of dimers by half, since dimers

containing the R stereochemical configuration will not be repaired (Hamblin and Potter, 1985).

While the overall assay may have to be modified for experiments designed to study the

effect of sequence context on DNA adduct formation by alkylating agents (vide supra), it may

also have to be modified when lesion formation or degradation by ionizing radiation or chemicals

that generate free radicals is examined. These damaging agents can cleave the phosphodiester
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backbone and, while the majority of newly formed 5' ends retain their 5' phosphate, the majority

of 3' ends contain either 3' phosphate (-70%) or 3' phosphoglycolate (~30%) residues (Henner et

al., 1983b). This implies that the sugar linking the two phosphates is released, and this is seen in

the form of base propenals, which do not contain phosphate and will therefore not have a

negative impact on the assay. Further ramifications of these observations with respect to the

proposed assay are shown in Figure 18. While the radiolabeled monomer formed from release of

a base propenal 5' to the "monomer window" (Figure 18, from the deoxyribose labeled as 1) will

have no untoward effects regarding the analysis as outlined in Figure 16, possible formation of

base propenals at the monomer window or 3' to it (Figure 18, from the deoxyribose labeled 2 or

3, respectively) will give radiolabeled monomers containing not only 5' phosphate, but also 3'

phosphate or 3' phosphoglycolate residues. As with the alkylation scenario, this multiplicity of

radiolabeled background products may make the TLC analysis of products within the "monomer

window" more complex. It is possible that the two extra negative charges in these "background"

products will cause retention of monomers containing 3' phosphate or 3' phosphoglycolate near

the origin when spotted on TLC plates containing a weak anion-exchange matrix, such as PEI-

cellulose; thus, they may well be separated from the desired 5' radiolabeled monophosphates of

the "monomer window" without further interference. If this is not the case, one can create a free

3' hydroxyl group at the 3' end of a single-stranded break using DNA repair enzymes prior to

monomerization by SVPD. Exonuclease III, while requiring a double-stranded substrate, can

remove both 3' phosphate and 3' phosphoglycolate residues (Henner et al., 1983a). Most

experiments will probably be performed in duplex DNA anyway (or one could anneal an excess

of cold complementary strand prior to exonuclease III treatment). One may also be able to
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perform the entire analysis on single-stranded DNA by treating samples with a mixture of T4

polynucleotide kinase to remove 3' phosphates and the newly discovered exonuclease IX of E.

coli (Sandigursky and Franklin, 1998) to remove 3' phosphoglycolates prior to SVPD digestion.

If a DNA base or lesion is damaged by a source of ionizing radiation, although far lower

in concentration than base propenals, different types of abasic sites, such as C '-aldehyde, Cl'

keto (lactone), C4' keto, etc. may be formed. These abasic moieties will probably all co-migrate

differently from monomers that contain a base, and will thus be quantitated as the sum of all

abasic sites (5' dRiboseMP (abasic site) in Figure 16) formed in the "monomer window."

One final complication of the proposed assay, which may easily be overcome for most

studies, is that certain DNA base modifications may impede the snake venom phosphodiesterase;

however, other nucleases may also be used, separately or simultaneously, as long as the 5' "P-

phosphate is not removed.

In conclusion, the proposed assay should work well for studying the effect of sequence

context on DNA lesion repair in vitro using purified DNA repair proteins. The system should

also work well for monitoring the effect of sequence context on enzymatic methylation (e.g., of

the EcoR I restriction site by the EcoR I methylase, or methylation by the Dam, Dcm, or CpG

methylases). Although studies whereby the effect of sequence context on adduct formation or

adduct degradation may be somewhat more challenging, the possible complications do not seem

to be insurmountable.
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4C. Proposed Assay for Determining the Influence of Sequence Context on Lesion

Mutagenicity in vivo Stochastically by Mass Spectrometry

The work described in this dissertation allows one to determine the mutation frequencies

of DNA lesions placed in any context in an accurate and timely manner. While one can now

assay the mutation frequencies of m6G in sixteen nearest-neighbor sequence contexts processed

in four separate cell lines in under one month, can one additionally test next-to-nearest neighbor

contexts in an even shorter period of time? That is, can one probe context effects in NNXNN

sequences? Using the methodology presented in this thesis, 256 oligonucleotides containing

m6 G would have to be individually made, incorporated into genomes, and 1,024 electroporations

would have to be performed. Such an approach would be impractical. I describe below a

strategy based on mass spectrometry that could allow the mutation frequencies of any DNA

lesion whose mutational specificity is known, in 2 to 4 neighboring base sequence contexts (16 to

256 individual analyses per cell line as would be done in the work described above) to be

analyzed using a single degenerate oligonucleotide incorporated into a genome, followed by a

single electroporation for each cell line. Both single-stranded and double-stranded genome

scenarios using m6G will be presented with consideration of using the data also to obtain

consensus sequences for lesion bypass, as well as consensus sequences that modulate the

specificity of dNTP incorporation opposite the lesion.

The method of analysis for all cases listed above is outlined in Figure 19. Analysis relies
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on excision of the stochastic1 region as a 5-mer, which will be described later. The idea is that

the relative intensities of, for example, 5'-CTAGG-3' and 5'-CTGGG-3' will give the mutation

frequency of m6 G in the context 5'-CTm6GGG-3'. A 50% mixture of mutant and wild-type

deuterated standards containing all possible flanking sequences, the formulation of which will be

described later, could be co-injected into the mass spectrometer with the non-deuterated sample.

The oligonucleotide 5-mers representing all possible outcomes (32 for the NXN or 512 for the

NNXNN scenarios) could be separated and identified using in-line capillary electrophoresis-

nanospray mass spectrometry-tandem collision mass spectrometry (CE-MS-MS). All

oligonucleotides, including permuted2 oligonucleotides that have the same mass but represent

different flanking sequences would be separated during the capillary electrophoresis stage. The

first mass spectrometer will provide the quantitation and base composition for each

oligonucleotide, but not the order of bases within the oligonucleotide. The identity of each

oligonucleotide is then assigned using the fragmentation patterns given by collision MS in the

second mass spectrometer.

'The term "stochastic" refers to the region containing the lesion site and its possible
flanking bases.

2Each member in the set of "permuted" oligonucleotides contains the same number of
each type of base, but in a different position.
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The order in which the topics are presented here is the order in which they should be

attempted (it makes little sense to develop the probably more difficult method of excising and

purifying the stochastic 5-mers if MS cannot determine accurately the mutant to wild-type ratio

of predetermined mixtures injected into the MS). To my knowledge, each topic listed below

either has not been explored in its own right, or has not been used for the goal stated in this

section and hence, few references are provided. The order of topics that will be discussed is as

follows:

1. MS resolution and identification of oligonucleotides.

2. Creation of deuterated standards for quantitation (Figure 20).

3. MS quantitation of simulated MFs.

4. Lesion bypass studies (Figure 21).

5. Method for excision of stochastic 5-mers (Figure 22).

6. Construction of perfectly paired stochastic positions in duplex DNA (Figure 23).

7. Construction of 5', 3' bisphosphate from any commercially available phosphoramidite
(Figure 24).

8. Construction of a double-stranded stochastic genome in which the signal from the base placed
opposite the lesion is eliminated (Figure 25).
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4C - 1. MS resolution and identification of oligonucleotides

The first step in this project must be to address the power of MS to resolved the 5-mer

oligonucleotides. The following oligonucleotides could be made, with N being a degenerate

base, to test the resolution strategy for either just the nearest-neighbor, 5'-CNANG-3',

5'-CNGNG-3', or both nearest- and next-to-nearest neighbor 5'-NNANN-3', 5'-NNGNN-3'

scenarios. All oligonucleotides are modified at the 5' end by an ethyl phosphodiester linkage for

quantitation purposes that will be described later. Qualitatively, an equal amount of

5'-CNANG-3' and 5'-CNGNG-3' oligonucleotide will be mixed and it will be determined if CE-

MS-MS can identify the 32 distinct species that would have resulted from an immediate nearest-

neighbor experiment. The 32 species can be broken down as follows: number of species having

a unique mass (6), number of sets containing two oligonucleotides having the same mass (6),

number of sets containing three oligonucleotides having the same mass (2), number of sets

containing four oligonucleotides having the same mass (2). It is a possibility that CE does not

have to separate each and every oligonucleotide, just the few species within each set that have the

same mass. If this is successful, the same qualitative experiment will be done using the

5'-NNANN-3', 5'-NNGNN-3' degenerate oligonucleotides to see if 512 species can be

deconvoluted. Perhaps the greatest challenge for the 512 mixture scenario would occur when a

G, A, T and C each fill the degenerate positions as shown in columns 1 and 2 (mutant has central

A) or 4 and 5 (wild-type has central G) in Table 4. This yields the highest diversity of

oligonucleotides of the same mass. The oligonucleotides in columns 3 or 6 also have,
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respectively, the same mass as those in columns 1 and 2, or 4 and 5. There then exists 2 sets that

contain 36 oligonucleotides of the same mass, which CE must separate.

If the separation cannot be done by CE alone, then an orthogonal separation technique,

such as reversed-phase HPLC, could be performed prior to CE. If the technology to join an

HPLC to CE for nanospray-MS cannot be developed, then all species (mutant and wild-type non-

deuterated sample and mutant and wild-type deuterated standard) can be separate into 5 to 10

groups by conventional reversed-phase HPLC (or something else). Each group will be injected

into the CE-MS-MS setup. Any sample loss for a particular species due to handling will not

affect an accurate report of the mutation frequency, since the intensity of mutant and wild-type

sample oligonucleotides are normalized to the known mixture of deuterated standards, which are

carried through the entire process. The use of HPLC may, however, give poorer resolution due to

band broadening.
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4C - 2. Creation of deuterated standards for quantitation (Figure 20)

The creation of standards will be an essential element of this project. The response of the

instrument will change over time and, since a mutant and wild-type oligonucleotide will be

coming off the CE and entering the mass spectrometer at different times, an equimolar mixture

of, for example, 5'-CTAGG-3' and 5'-CTGGG-3' will probably have different intensities. These

intensities can be normalized to give the proper ratio and hence, the mutation frequency, if co-

injected with a mixture of their deuterated counterparts, whose mutant deuterated to wild-type

deuterated ratio is absolutely known. These standards must have the same chemical and physical

(chromatographic) properties as the sample to be analyzed, but a different mass. The formulation

of deuterated standards of known mutant to wild-type ratios poses a challenging problem in this

combinatorial-type project and must be explained in detail.

One could make 32 individual 5-mer deuterated oligonucleotides for the 16 sequence

context scenario, purify, quantitate by UV and mix the 16 mutant and wild-type oligonucleotides

to formulate a standard for co-injection with the sample to be analyzed. While this is impractical

for the 256 context scenario, it is doable for 16 contexts. A method for formulating deuterated

mutation frequency standards will be presented that is quick and applicable to both scenarios.

Instead of incorporating deuterium into the bases, which can be expensive and lead to

complication in interpreting the results if the amount of label depends on the base composition, a
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postlabeling procedure will be used to label all species uniformly with 5 deuterium atoms quickly

and cheaply (Figure 20). 13C is the most abundant naturally occurring isotope, with a "C/12C

ratio of 1/100. A 5-mer will contain no more than 50 carbon atoms. Using the binomial formula

and a 1% probability of "C at any carbon, one can expect that 60.5%, 30.6%, 7.6%, 1.2%, 0.1%,

and 0.01% of a 5-mer would contain 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 "C atoms, respectively. Increasing the

mass of a standard by 5 atomic mass units will therefore suffice so that a the mass spectrum of a

deuterated 5-mer will not overlap with its non-deuterated 5-mer counterpart so that accurate

quantitation may be achieved. Labeling will be performed using 5'-phosphorylated

oligonucleotides (which are obtained after a restriction enzyme digest), the water-soluble

carbodiimide EDC and ethanol (Gottikh et al., 1985). The ethanol is deuterated for standards or

non-deuterated for samples as shown in Figure 20. The ethylphosphodiester tag is small enough

so that the contributions of base composition and base position to resolution should not be

diminished. If this is not the case, an increase of 3 atomic mass units by addition of methanol

may remedy this; however, a higher background would result (e.g., the peak showing the mass to

charge ratio of 60.5% of a particular deuterated standard will also consist of 1.2% of its non-

deuterated sample counterpart).

At first glance, it may seem impossible to make standards of known MF composition

using a degenerate approach. When an oligonucleotide is chemically made on a DNA

synthesizer, an equimolar mixture of phosphoramidites will not yield 25% of each base in a

degenerate position due to differences in coupling efficiencies. One can diminish bias by

supplying a doped mixture of phosphoramidites during an addition to a degenerate position;
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however, there may still be some bias. As long as the bias is equal, an equimolar mixture of

5'-N 4N3AN2N,-3' and 5'-N4N3GN 2N1-3' will generate exact mutation frequencies of 50% to act

as standards for all 256 sequence contexts (Figure 20). By using the same doped

phosphoramidite bottle and making the oligonucleotides at nearly the same time, the 3' to 5'

chemical synthesis should yield the same fractional composition of N2N, for two syntheses. A

greater than 10-fold molar excess of phosphoramidite is used per coupling, so coupling of N2 to

either a G or A at the middle position can probably be driven to completion; one may even use a

100-fold molar excess of phosphoramidite to make the 5-mers to ensure couplings go to

completion. If differential bias occurs, it would happen at N 3, which would propagate to N4.

This would occur if the primary hydroxyl of 5'-AN 2N,-3' reacts differently than that of

5'-GN2N1-3' with the doped phosphoramidite mixture. There is no evidence that this will

happen, but it is a formal possibility. The 5'-phosphorylation will be driven to completion on the

DNA synthesizer using a 10- or 100-fold molar excess of Chemical Phosphorylation Reagent

(Glen Research, 1998).
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4C - 3. MS quantitation of simulated MFs

The method of creating standards using degenerate oligonucleotide pools of mutant and

wild-type species will be validated by formulating exact 50% mutation frequencies for all 16

sequence contexts from the deuterated 16 mutant and wild-type oligonucleotides that were

individually made, quantitated, mixed, and ethylated. Equal amounts (as judged by UV

absorbance) of the ethylated, non-deuterated degenerate mutant and degenerate wild-type

oligonucleotides "sample" will be mixed and added to the deuterated mixture of known

composition. After MS, normalization factors for the deuterated oligonucleotides will be

generated and used to quantitate the relative intensity of each non-deuterated mutant/wild-type

pair from the "sample" mixture. If a 50% mutation frequency is found for all non-deuterated

sample sequence contexts, then the assumption that a doped phosphoramidite mixture will give

identical positional bias for two oligonucleotides made at approximately the same time,

regardless of there being a centrally located A or G, is probably true, and deuterated standards for

the 256 sequence context scenario can easily be made and used with confidence.

The next step must be to determine the accuracy of quantitating the relative amounts of

the mutant and wild-type species. Oligonucleotide 5-mers of highest sequence diversity, but

identical mass for a 256 nearest- and next-to-nearest experiment are listed in Table 4. The 24

oligonucleotides from columns 1 and 2 represent mutagenic outcomes from in vivo processing of

m6G (central A), while the 24 oligonucleotides from columns 4 and 5 represent wild-type (central
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G). All oligonucleotides in Table 4 can be synthesized and chemically modified (5'-tagged with

non-deuterated ethanol). These can be used to simplify the optimization of their separation

during the early phase of the experiment. After separation has been achieved, the 24 mutant

oligonucleotides are mixed with the 24 wild-type oligonucleotides in ratios that will simulate

different mutation frequencies of the following percentages: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75,

90, 95, 97, 99, 99.25, 99.75, 100. It can be determined if the output values from the optimized

MS conditions will accurately reflect the input ratios for the seventeen trials shown above, after

they are normalized using a mixture of co-injected deuterated standards of known composition

(50% MF).
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4C - 4. Lesion bypass studies (Figure 21)

An important corollary to the MS approach for finding mutation frequencies of lesions is

that it may also be used to determine in what sequence contexts a particular DNA adduct is the

most blocking to a DNA polymerase in vivo, as outlined in Figure 21. This can provide a clue as

to how mutational hotspots arise since the contexts that provide the least hindrance to a DNA

polymerase should have a selective growth advantage. This may be determined under the

assumption that if the fraction of a certain sequence context within the entire mixture before

electroporation is much greater than that obtained from the corresponding mutant + wild-type

fractions after biological processing, then that context is a detriment to copying past m6 G by the

DNA polymerase. Since the molar fraction of each specie must be known, a 256 context (next-

to-nearest-neighbor) analysis in single- or double-stranded genomes is impractical. A nearest-

neighbor analysis in double-stranded genomes should also be avoided due to possible bias in the

enzymatic steps during genome construction, the method of which will be described later. The

single-stranded nearest-neighbor experiment must be done in a cell line that lacks all known

repair systems for m6 G, since those sequences in which m6 G is preferentially repaired may have a

selective growth advantage.

The fractional composition of input contexts can be determined by individually making,

purifying, and quantitating 16 m6 G oligonucleotides and then ligating an equimolar mixture of

these into a genome in an unbiased manner. This can be done using the two scaffold method
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described in this dissertation, if a constant base 5' and 3' to the stochastic region is additionally

not hybridized to the scaffolds, to avoid possible stacking bias (as shown in Figure 21). The

molar fraction of each of the 32 possible sample specie outcomes will be calculated using a co-

injection of an exact equimolar mixture of 32 deuterated standards into the mass spectrometer.

The normalization constant for each specie, Cn, will be determined from the deuterated

Dn x Cn 1
equimolar mixture by the formula 32 = , where D is the intensity of the deuterated

IDn
n=1

oligonucleotide specie designated as n. The normalized fraction of each sample output specie is

Hn x Cn
given by 32 , where H is the intensity of the non-deuterated sample oligonucleotide

E Hn x Cn
n=1

specie designated as n, and Cn is the normalization factor for a particular specie obtained from

the previous equation. If this fractional output composition for the sum of a particular mutant

and wild-type specie is statistically smaller than 1/16, then m6G in this particular sequence

context may be a strong block to the DNA polymerase, thus creating the bias in growth.
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4C - 5. Method for excision of stochastic 5-mers (Figure 22)

If mass spectrometry can measure the mutation frequency of all sequence contexts to

within ± 5%, the biological system should be developed. Many DNA repair enzymes can repair

DNA damage only if the damage is a double stranded form. For these types of lesions, a single-

stranded vector may not be a detriment, since repair would not occur until a double-stranded

form occurs during DNA replication past the lesion. The overall strategy for analyzing 16 or 256

sequence contexts simultaneously in single-stranded genomes is presented. Briefly, an

oligonucleotide 34 nucleotides long containing a centrally located m6 G lesion flanked by

degenerate bases of the sequence 5' CNXNG 3' or 5' CNNXNNG 3' will be made and ligated

into a linearized single-stranded vector as described previously in this dissertation. The scaffolds

will not overlap with this 5 or 7 base stretch to avoid ligation bias due to scaffold stacking for the

lesion bypass experiments. Following a single electroporation of this stochastic genome, the

single-stranded viral DNA from the population of progeny will be purified. As shown in Figure

22, a 50 bp region containing the stochastic region will be amplified using high fidelity

preparative scale PCR and biotinylated primers. After biological processing of the 16 context

scenario, the region that contained m6G will have the sequence 5' CN(G/A)NG 3'; while the 256

context scenario will have 5' NN(G/A)NN 3'. The small 5-mer oligonucleotide will be released

from the PCR product using two type Is restriction enzymes. One will cut at the 5' end and the

other at the 3' end of the desired oligonucleotide, to provide the 5-mer, with the hydrogen bonded

complementary strand being an 11 -mer. Passage of the digest through a denaturing streptavidin
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column will eliminate approximately 50% of undesired bulk oligonucleotide. The desired 5-mer

is then purified from the 11, 20 and 23-mers on a denaturing gel. Consensus sequences obtained

after MS analysis can be individually tested using another type Ils restriction enzyme that will

cleave the phosphodiester bond immediately 5' to where the lesion occurred in harvested RF

DNA. The type Ils restriction enzyme and radiolabeling TLC technique previously described in

this thesis can then be employed.
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4C - 6. Construction of perfectly paired stochastic positions in duplex DNA (Figure 23)

Construction of a covalently closed circular, double-stranded virus or plasmid genome

containing a DNA adduct assures one that the DNA repair enzymes inside the cell will act on the

lesion in its most natural state. New techniques additionally have to be invented for the

construction of double-stranded stochastic genomes. One cannot simply anneal two

complementary oligonucleotides that contain a central stochastic region and expect perfect

pairing, since thermodynamic discrimination would be too small for the length of duplex needed

for site-specific experiments. Moreover, if a DNA polymerase is used to create perfect pairing of

the stochastic region surrounding a DNA lesion (Hatahet et al., 1998), control over what base is

placed opposite the lesion is lost. Using this method, one is forced to study the type of

lesion:base pair that the DNA polymerase prefers to create; the m6G:C base pair could not be

created. Even if the predominant insertion event is to be studied, such as the in vivo processing

of a pure m6G:T base pair for each sequence context, the there is a strong possibility that the

percent of m6G:T formation for different sequence context substrates may depend on nearest-

neighbor bases flanking m6G (Singer et al., 1989). This in vitro manipulation would introduce

bias into the experiment before the genome containing m6G is biologically processed.

The strategy shown in Figure 23 will create perfect pairing of each degenerate position,

with a centrally located lesion paired opposite any desired base. A self-priming hairpin

containing half of the degenerate region at the 5' terminus will be constructed using
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5'-phosphorylated oligonucleotides. The numbers in parenthesis are the approximate nucleotide

length and the circle containing "B" represents a biotin incorporated into a four thymine loop via

the biotin-dT-phosphoramidite. The ligated "half-product" is about 100 nucleotides long, and is

extended by two nucleotides using DNA polymerase and dNTPs. Taq polymerase followed by

Klenow fragment will be used to copy the degenerate position to avoid the extension of blunt end

product by one nucleotide (Masse et al., 1998). Since gel purification cannot be used to purify

the large desired extended polymerization product, the reaction will be optimized to give 100%

extended product. Full extension can be monitored by incorporation of P into the 5' hydroxyl

of the 3' terminal oligonucleotide during hairpin construction. After polymerization, the

substrate is digested with a restriction enzyme to liberate short "P-labeled oligonucleotides,

approximately 20, 21, 22 or 23 nt in length symbolizing extension by 0, 1, 2 or 3 nucleotides, that

are separate by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and quantitated using radiography.

After full extension (a 22-mer in the above diagnostic) is verified, a 5'-pXp-3' bisphosphate of

the lesion, the construction of which will be described shortly, will be ligated to the 3' hydroxyl

of the stochastic region using T4 RNA ligase. Substrate that does not incorporate the

bisphosphate will be extended by multiple additions of dATP using terminal transferase to allow

for product separation by PAGE. The entire process is performed in parallel using a different set

of oligonucleotides and the bisphosphate of the base to be paired opposite the lesion. The

strategy of having a 5' and 3' phosphate on one hairpin, and no terminal phosphates on the other

will ensure ligation of two different hairpins. After the two halves are joined, the ligation

product is gel purified. The remaining nick contains a 3' phosphate and a 5' hydroxyl.

Enzymatic ligation would require phosphorylation in the opposite sense. Although the
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3' phosphate can be removed by alkaline phosphatase, T4 polynucleotide kinase cannot

phosphorylate the 5' hydroxyl in the nick. Template-directed chemical ligation has been used

successfully to join intramolecularly a 3' phosphate with a 5' hydroxyl group using cyanogen

bromide (BrCN), imidazole (Im) and nickel ion (Rubin et al., 1995), and will therefore be

utilized. After ligation, denaturing PAGE is able to separate closed from nicked species

(unpublished data from the Essigmann Lab). The hairpin ends are clipped off using a type Us

restriction enzyme that will leave 3' four base overhangs of sequence 5' GGGG 3' and

5' GCCG 3'. At this point, the oligonucleotides are long enough to prevent strand exchange, as

long as the oligonucleotide solution is not heated. Passage of the digested solution through a

streptavidin column will eliminate the biotinylated oligonucleotides that would compete during

annealing with a genome for the lesion containing duplex. Ligation of an equimolar mixture of

prepared M13 genome and lesion containing insert having the extensions 5' GGGG 3' and

5' GCCG 3' will ensure that the desired linkage of insert to vector is formed. The GC rich

overhangs will aid in the ligation efficiency and covalently closed species can be purified by

agarose gel electrophoresis containing an intercalation molecule, such as ethidium bromide, in

the running buffer. After isolation of the covalently closed circular supercoiled genome, the dye

is removed, and the duplex can be used for electroporation.
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4C - 7. Construction of 5', 3' bisphosphate from any commercially available

phosphoramidite (Figure 24)

The strategy presented for making bisphosphate monomers from any phosphoramidite is

outlined in Figure 24. This method will also allow researchers that are not equipped to do

organic synthesis to make the nucleoside, 5' monophosphate, or 3' monophosphate from a

commercially available phosphoramidite. To make a nucleoside, one would use a "Universal

Support" (Glen Research, 1998) to couple the phosphoramidite, followed by detritylation and

deprotection (the 3' phosphate that came from the phosphoramidite is removed during

deprotection). To make a 5' monophosphate, one would use the "Universal Support", couple the

phosphoramidite, then couple the "Chemical Phosphorylation Reagent" (Glen Research, 1998).

A 3' monophosphate would be made using a "3'-Phosphate CPG" (Glen Research, 1998) to

couple the phosphoramidite.
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4C - 8. Construction of a double-stranded stochastic genome in which the signal from the

base placed opposite the lesion is eliminated (Figure 25)

A problem with using double-stranded vectors is that a signal will come form the base

placed opposite the lesion to be studied, regardless of how the lesion is processed. This

background, which is 50% if both strands are replicated with equal efficiency, will be eliminated

using the following construction strategy depicted in Figure 25. The key to this strategy is that

the M13 gene III minor phage coat product is essential for infection of E. coli harboring an F'

episome. The vector is constructed so that the (-) strand contains the lesion and DNA coding for

functional gene III protein (Figure 25 "go"), while the (+) strand contains the base opposing the

lesion and a DNA sequence that will create a stop codon in gene III mRNA (Figure 25 "stop").

All viral M13 mRNAs are transcribed from the (-) strand (Denhardt et al., 1978). Once

transfected into hosts for replication, populations of phage from both the plus and minus strands

in the parental cell replicate, are packaged as (+) strands, and infect normally. However,

previously uninfected cells that subsequently become infected by progeny phage harboring the

stop codon (from the non-adduct containing strand) will not produce additional infectious phage

particles. The net result is that only the progeny from the adducted (-) strand are amplified.

This strategy may be an improvement over methods whereby background signal from the strand

opposite the lesion is eliminated by treating the (+) strand with UV light or allowing the (+)

strand to grow in the presence of uracil prior to harvesting (followed by abasic site formation in

vivo, which would block DNA replication). Those methods are not always reliable and
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furthermore, one would expect a Poisson distribution of damage events with the UV photodimer

or abasic site formation; the net result being that progeny would be biased in favor of genomes

containing the least amount of damage. This will not occur using the proposed site-specific

approach as outlined in Figure 25.

A concern exists if the initial progeny from the (-) and (+) strands co-infect cells, thus

propagating the undesired signal due to the expression of functional gene III. This can be

overcome, if necessary, by either harvesting the single-stranded DNA from the viral progeny and

performing another electroporation or by infecting F' cells with a low phage progeny to cell ratio.

Before the (+) strand source containing a stop codon in gene III can be used as a reagent (Figure

25A), gene III DNA is manipulated in vitro to contain a premature stop codon. The manipulated

genome must then be electroporated and propagated in E. coli that contains a plasmid expressing

functional gene III, but lacking the M13 origin of replication. Ultimately, the genome prepared

as outlined in Figure 25 (from parts A, B, and C) will contain a C:T mismatch that is greater than

2 kb from the lesion and should be a poor substrate for cellular mismatch repair, although

mismatch repair-deficient cell lines can be used if necessary. PCR can be performed on the

isolated progeny and the mutation frequency of all possible sequences can be determined as

outlined in Figure 19.

Finally, all the techniques described and developed in this thesis should be applicable to

the analysis of the effects of sequence context on m6 G mutagenesis in mammalian cells.

Transfection of Chinese Hamster Ovary cells that either have or lack the m6G-DNA-
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methyltransferase with vectors that contain both mammalian and M13 origins of replication will

allow biological processing of the lesion in mammalian cells, and subsequent analysis in E coli.
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denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
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to achieve programmed base pairing, if so desired

6. Treat 16 samples containing equal counts of radioactivity
with equal amount and time of repair enzyme or source of damage

7. Incubate with snake venom phosphodiesterase
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e 5' d8oxoGMP
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products and their distribution
depend on sequence context

Figure 16. Proposed assay for studying the effects of sequence context on lesion repair,
adduct formation, or adduct degradation in vitro. Pre-labeling the DNA substrate internally
creates a site-specifically radiolabeled "monomer window" that will report changes in a
DNA adduct or base within a defined sequence context, thus eliminating signal from
identical products generated outside the window. Order and intensity of radiolabeled
monophosphates depicted was arbitrary chosen.
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Combine and Group 4 membranes and
resume synthesis* - couple with G, A, T, or C

Figure 17. Proposed scheme for synthesizing sixteen individual nearest-neighbor oligonucleotides.
This method can be adapted to synthesize efficiently all oligonucleotides needed for the experiments
presented in Figure 16. X can be a modified or normal base.
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Figure 18. Proposed effect of DNA strand breaks created by free radicals on analysis
of adduct formation or adduct degradation by the assay outlined in Figure 16.
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Figure 19. Proposed overall scheme for determining the mutation frequencies of a DNA lesion
in all sequence contexts simultaneously by mass spectrometry as demonstrated using an
m'G stochastic single-stranded genome.
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Table 4: Highest number of oligonucleotide 5-mers (permuted) of equal mass.

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6

GAATC

GAACT

GTAAC

GCAAT

GTACA

GCATA

AGATC

AGACT

TGAAC

TGACA

CGAAT

CAATG

TAACG

CTAAG

TCAAG

ATACG

ACATG

ATAGC

ACAGT

TAAGC

TCAGA

CAAGT

CGATA CTAGA CTGAA CGGTA CTGGA CTAGG

Each oligonucleotide in columns 1, 2, and 3 or columns 4, 5, and 6 has an identical mass; hence, a
separation step is necessary prior to MS analysis of the outcome for a 256 nearest- and next-to-
nearest-neighbor sequence context experiment. The register of columns 1 and 2 (mutant)
corresponds respectively with that of columns 4 and 5 (wild-type).
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H
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Figure 20. Proposed scheme for creating mass spectrometry standards. Chemically
synthesized 5-mers of stochastic mutant (central A) and stochastic wild-type (central G)
are mixed equally, and derivatized at the 5' phosphate by chemical condensation with
deuterated ethanol via EDC coupling, thus generating a 50% MF for each pair of mutant
and wild-type oligonucleotide within the possible set of 256. After biological processing
of a set of stochastic genomes (that contained m G), the stochastic 5' phosphorylated 5-mer
region is excised from the sample (as outlined in Figure 22), derivatized with
non-deuterated ethanol, and mixed with 50% global MF standard. The A/(G + A) ratio for
each individual sequence context within the stochastic set used in the biological experiment
can be obtained accurately by comparison with the appropriate 50% global MF standard pair.
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Individually make 16 oligonucleotides containing each
nearest-neighbor permutation to the lesion, quantitate, mix,
and ligate without bias into a single-stranded M13 genome

-- CN N2G-

N, = N2= exactly 25% G, A, T, and C

C -CNN2G-.

Repair-
Ligate deficient

cells
m cCNiiN2G

(G=A)
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Isolate non-deuterated
5-mer sample output

If the sum of a mutant + wt sample differs from 1/1 6th
of the sample total, then that sequence context affected
the rate of DNA polymerase bypass

If the AI(G + A) ratio differs for sample outcomes among
different sequence contexts, then those contexts affected the
frequency of dNTP misincorporation by the DNA polymerase

Figure 21. Proposed assay for determining the effect of sequence context on lesion bypass and
polymerase miscoding as determined by mass spectrometry.
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CN(G/A)NG
ss-M1 3mp7L2 extracted

from progeny phage

High fidelity, preparative scale PCR

3,5',
- CN(G/A)NG'

I

Type Ils Restriction Enzyme
Type Ils Restriction Enzyme
Denaturing Streptavidin Column
20% Denaturing PAGE

4- Isolate (crush & soak)
Purify (Sep-Pak*)

5' pCN(G/A)NGOH3'

Figure 22. Proposed scheme for liberating all possible 5-mers from a stochastic genome after
cellular processing of a DNA lesion. The 5-mers will be used for the mutation frequency analysis
by mass spectrometry as outlined in Figures 19 and 20.
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Figure 23. Proposed scheme for constructing a perfectly matched 100 bp duplex containing
a centrally located programmed lesion:base pair within a stochastic sequence context.
Numbers in parentheses represent the approximate number of bases of each pre-assembled
oligonucleotide. Circles containing an inscribed "B" symbolize biotin conjugated to
the oligonucleotide during chemical synthesis. This duplex will be used in the construction of
stochastic duplex genomes as outlined in Figure 25.
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Figure 24. Proposed scheme for solid-phase synthesis of 3', 5' bisphosphate from the
commercially available materials shown above. The bisphosphate will be used for
constructing a perfectly matched 100 bp duplex containing a centrally located programmed
lesion:base pair within a stochastic sequence context as outlined in Figure 23.
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Figure 25. Proposed scheme for constructing a double-stranded genome containing a programmed
lesion:base pair within a stochastic sequence context using substrates shown in A, B, and C.
Amplification should occur from only the lesion-bearing (-) strand. A. The viral (+) strand
contains a stop codon. B. The viral (-) strand contains the coding sequence for the full-length
infectivity protein, gene III. C. The dumbbell containing the lesion within a stochastic duplex is
prepared as outlined in Figure 23. Numbers in parentheses represent an approximate number of
bases, while circles containing an inscribed "B" symbolize biotin conjugated to the oligonucleotide
during chemical synthesis. Use of non-cohesive GC rich overhanging termini during construction
is expected to yield efficient, unidirectional ligation.
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